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Militaria & Ethnographica Sale 
Friday 3 December 2021 - 10.30am 

 
Viewing: Thursday 2nd December 10:00 – 17:00, and 

morning of the sale from 8:00am 

Buyer’s Premium: 

20% + VAT (24% in total) 

Requests for telephone bidding must be registered one 

hour prior to the close of the view day.  

We will not accept requests on sale days.  

Lines are booked on a first come first served basis and 
are subject to a minimum lot value of £500 in Fine Art 

Sales and £200 for all other sales.  

Live bidding is available at: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three First World War Memorial Plaques:- to 4864 

Pte. ARTHUR HOLROYD, 3rd/4th Bn., Duke of 

Wellington's (West Riding Regiment) who died 1st 

August 1916 aged 21, with printed paperwork; 

9358 Sgt. JOSHUA HOLMES, 1st Bn. King's Own 

Royal Lancaster Regiment, who died 21st 

December 1914, with printed paperwork; 15698 

Pte. MATTHEW LATTY MASTERMAN sic 

(MASTERSON), 8th Bn. Prince Albert's (Somerset 

Light Infantry), who died 23rd April 1917, in 

cardboard envelope of issue with printed scroll and 

paperwork (3)  

£150-250 
  

2 
 

Three First World War Memorial Plaques:- to 

PERCY WOOD, GEORGE WILFRED REYNOLDS 

MORTON and EDWARD MURPHY (3)  

£150-200 
  

3 
 

Four First World War Memorial Plaques:- to 

FREDERICK DANIELS, JOHN FLOY, JOHN 

GIBBONS (drilled for mounting) and RONALD 

CLEAVE (very worn)  

£150-200 
  

4 
 

Two First World War Memorial Plaques:- to 

SAMUEL HOSICK, in an oak ogee moulded 

circular frame; 5/40391 Cpl.FRED LOFTHOUSE, 

Seaforth Highlanders, in cardboard envelope of 

issue, with Buckingham Palace award slip, a copy 

of the 1911 Census and handwritten research note 

(2)  

£100-200 
  

5 
 

Two First World War Memorial Plaques:- to 

166267 Gunner GEORGE WILLIAM TYRER, 2nd 

Siege Battery, R.G.A., with scroll, Buckingham 

Palace award slip, original Record Office Army 

Form B.104-82 stating he was killed in France on 

16th October 1917, and Imperial War Graves 

Cemetery Register; 2463 Pte. EDWARD JOHN 

CLARKE, 2nd City of London Bn (Royal Fusiliers) 

London Regiment, with a typed label to verso (2)  

£100-200 
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6 
 

A First World War Long Service Group of Five 

Medals, awarded to T1-1668 DVR:J.HOLDING, 

A.S.C., comprising 1914-15 Star, British War 

Medal, Victory Medal, Coronation Medal 1937 and 

Army Long Service and Good Conduct Medal 

(George V) with Regular Army bar, named to 

2648587 GDSMN.J.HOLDING. C.GDS., swing 

mounted as worn  

£100-200 
  

7 
 

A Boer War Pair, comprising Queen's South Africa 

Medal with clasp TRANSVAAL, and King's South 

Africa Medal with two clasps SOUTH AFRICA 

1901 and 1902, awarded to 6753 PTE.F.(Frank) 

READ, RIFLE BRIGADE, with photocopy of Medal 

Roll; a First World War Mons Trio, comprising 1914 

Star with clasp 5TH AUG.- 22ND NOV.1914 and 

ribbon rosette, British War Medal and Victory 

Medal, awarded to 2435 PTE.(later Acting 

Sergeant) F. (Frank) READ, R.A.M.C., with cap 

badge and photocopy of Medal Index Card  

£300-400 
  

8 
 

A First World War Pair, awarded to 41953 

PTE.J.CAMPBELL, HIGH.L.I., comprising British 

War Medal and Victory Medal, together with his 

dog tags, two overseas service chevrons, a silver 

War Badge, a piece of shrapnel and a red, white 

and blue striped armband; a First World War Pair, 

awarded to 14319 PTE.J.(James) L'AMIE, M.G.C., 

comprising British War Medal and Victory Medal, 

together with a silver War Badge, a framed 

Discharge Certificate stating he was honourably 

discharged on 21st July 1918, and with 

photocopies of Medal Index Card, 1911 Census, 

Marriage Certificate etc.  

£120-180 
  

9 
 

A First World War Mons Trio, awarded to 8960 

PTE.W.(William) e.(Edward) COLLINS, 1/LAN.R., 

comprising 1914 Star with clasp 5TH AUG.- 22ND 

NOV.1914, British War Medal and Victory Medal, 

mounted for display, together with photocopies of 

Medal Index Card, Attestation, War Badge Roll, 

maps of the Somme, Military History Sheet which 

shows he sustained a gunshot wound to his right 

arm 1.7.1916 (First day of Battle of the Somme)  

£150-200 
  

10 
 

A First World War Naval Long Service Group of 

Four Medals, awarded to 190497 A.(Albert) 

R.(Richard) HAYES, A.B. R.N., comprising 1914-

15 Star, British War Medal, Victory Medal and 

Royal Naval Long Service and Good Conduct 

Medal to H.M.S.TEMERAIRE, swing mounted as 

worn, together with photocopy of Service Record  

£100-150 
  

11 
 

A First World War Naval Long Service Group of 

Four Medals, awarded to M.2037, A.V.RATTUE, 

L.CK.MTE.,R.N., comprising 1914-15 Star, British 

War Medal, Victory Medal and Royal Naval Long 

Service and Good Conduct Medal to 

H.M.S.DUBLIN, swing mounted as worn, together 

with a white metal medallion and gilt metal 

miniature struck to the Glorious Memory of Those 

Who Fell 31st May 1916 (Battle of Jutland)  

 

Footnote:- H.M.S. Dublin was posted to the Grand 

Fleet as part of the 2nd Light Cruiser Squadron, 

and was shelled at the Battle of Jutland, losing 

four men and with twenty four men wounded.  

£100-150 
  

12 
 

A First World War Naval Long Service Group of 

Four Medals, awarded to 206892 P.(Percy) 

W.(William) BAKER, A.B.(later L.S.),R.N. 

comprising 1914-15 Star, British War Medal, 

Victory Medal and Royal Naval Long Service and 

Good Conduct Medal to H.M.S.PRINCESS 

MARGARET, swing mounted as worn, together 

with photocopies of National Archives History of 

Service and Ship's Log; a Royal Navy Certificate 

of Service, to J33632 Thomas Harry Webster, a 

Soldier's Fund Christmas card, a silver sixpence 

medallion, a Special Constabulary Long Service 
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Medal to THOMAS WEBSTER, cased and lapel 

badge  

£120-150 
  

13 
 

A Boer War/First World War Group of Four 

Medals, awarded to 279195 G.(George)JAMES, 

STO.1.,R.N., comprising Queen's South Africa 

Medal to H.M.S. MONARCH, 1914-15 Star, British 

War Medal and Victory Medal, with National 

Archives photocopy of Service Record etc  

£100-200 
  

14 
 

Three First World War Pairs, each comprising 

British War Medal and Victory Medal, awarded to:-

2 LIEUT.E.(Eric) BODGER, in boxes of issue with 

a note stating he joined the 34th Brigade Royal 

Field Artillery in 1914; 24070 PTE.J.(John) 

A.(Arthur) ROBINSON, W.RID.R., with his cap 

badge and photocopies of Memorial Scroll KIA 

France & Flanders 28/03/18 and research 

material; 111015 GNR.W.HALL, R.A. with his dog 

tags and medal envelope.  

£80-120 
  

15 
 

A First World War British War Medal, Victory 

Medal and Memorial Plaque, awarded to R-21141 

PTE.F.(Frederick) J.(John) DENNIS, K.R.RIF.C., 

with one dog tag, identity bracelet, signet ring, 

photographs, New Testament and photocopies of 

Medal Index Card, Commonwealth War Graves 

Commission letter and other research material 

Footnote:- Rifleman Frederick John Dennis of the 

2nd Bn., King's Royal Rifle Corps died on 18th 

April 1918 aged 24, he is remembered with 

Honour at Cambrin Military Cemetery. France  

£80-120 
  

16 
 

A First World War Casualty Pair, awarded to 

267636 PTE.W.(William) L.(Lodge) BOWER, 

W.RID.R., comprising British War Medal and 

Victory Medal, with photocopies of Attestation, 

Medal Index Card, Record of Commemoration 

stating he was killed in action 12th April 1918 

aged 30, and War Diary or Intelligence Summary 

for April 1918; two First World War Pairs, each 

comprising British War Medal and Victory Medal, 

awarded to:- L-45108 SJT.C.(Charles) W.MOTT, 

R.A., with photocopy of Medal Index Card and 

identity bracelet, and 57197 PTE.J.S.SMITH, (8th) 

W.YORK.R., with a Buckingham Palace letter 

welcoming him home as a P.O.W.; two Single 

First World War Medals:- British War Medal to 

202353 PTE.W.(William) RUDDY, W.RID.R., and 

Victory Medal to 107847 GNR.F.(Fred) 

RAWNSLEY, each with a Victory medallion "A 

Token of Gratitude From Brighouse 1914-1918" 

and research Material; a Mercantile Marine War 

Medal, to (Fireman) WILLIAM ROBINSON, with 

printed Commonwealth War Graves Commission 

sheet stating he served on S.S. Ovid (London) 

and died 25th November 1917 aged 39, from 

Brisbane, Australia (11)  

£150-180 
  

17 
 

A First World War Memorial Plaque, British War 

Medal and Victory Medal, awarded to 26864 

PTE.G.(George) A.(Albert) MACRO, (2nd Bn.) 

LAN.FUS., who was killed in action, France and 

Flanders, 23rd April 1918, with photocopy of 

Memorial Scroll; a First World War Trio, awarded 

to 11834 PTE.W.(Walter) MACRO, (6th) 

E.LAN:R., comprising 1914-15 Star, British War 

Medal and Victory Medal, all with photocopies of 

Medal Rolls and Medal Index Cards (6)  

£150-200 
  

18 
 

A First World War Memorial Plaque, British War 

Medal and Victory Medal, awarded to 49763 

PTE.W.(WILLIAM) ECCLES, MANCH.R. with his 

gilt metal vesta case, swivel seal fob, fob chain 

and St John Ambulance Association cross and 

research material stating he died on 19th 

November 1918 age 27.  

£100-150 
  

19 
 

A Baltic Medal, 1856, un-named  

£120-180 
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20 
 

A Crimea Medal, 1854, un-named; a Turkish 

Crimea Medal, British issue (2)  

£150-250 
  

21 
 

A Crimea Medal, 1854, awarded to JAMES COE, 

30TH REGT. ,with copy of the Medal Roll and 

research material showing that James Coe died of 

dysentery at Scutari General Hospital, Turkey, 

January 1855  

£150-200 
  

22 
 

A Crimea Medal, 1854, with clasp SEBASTOPOL, 

renamed to JOHN HORSFIELD, 8TH HUSSARS, 

with printed research material on the regiment.  

£80-120 
  

23 
 

A Pair of Egypt Campaign Medals, awarded to 

1508 PTE.F.WALTON, 10TH RL.HUSSARS, 

comprising Egypt Medal 1882-89, with clasp EL-

TEB-TAMAAI and Khedive's Star,1884, the 

reverse privately engraved with recipient's name, 

with printed research material  

£200-300 
  

24 
 

A Late Victorian/First World War Group of Six 

Medals, comprising Khedive's Sudan Medal with 

clasp KHARTOUM, Queen's South Africa Medal 

with four clasps CAPE COLONY, 

JOHANNESBURG, DIAMOND HILL and 

WITTEBERGEN, and King's South Africa Medal 

with two clasps SOUTH AFRICA 1901 and 

SOUTH AFRICA 1902, awarded to 3413 

PTE.J.WATSON, 1 CAM. HIGHRS., and 1914-15 

Star, British War Medal and Victory Medal 

awarded to S-10024 SJT.J.WATSON, CAM'N 

HIGHRS. (6)  

£400-500 
  

25 
 

A Boer War/First World War Group of Four 

Medals, comprising Queen's South Africa Medal 

with four clasps ORANGE FREE STATE, 

TRANSVAAL, SOUTH AFRICA 1901 and SOUTH 

AFRICA 1902, awarded to 49487 A.MC.KAY, 1ST 

ROYAL HIGHRS. (possibly renamed), 1914 Star 

with rosette, British War Medal and Victory Medal, 

awarded to 399 PTE.A.C.MACKAY, R.A.M.C. , 

together with four South African silver coins (8)  

£150-200 
  

26 
 

A Queen's South Africa Medal, with four clasps 

CAPE COLONY, ORANGE FREE STATE, 

SOUTH AFRICA 1901 and SOUTH AFRICA 1902, 

awarded to 1694 PTE.P.(Patrick) CALLAGAHAN, 

L.N.LANC:REGT., with photocopies of Attestation, 

Medal Roll, Statement of Service in which it states 

he was Discharged for Misconduct 15th February 

1906, 1881 Census and 1911 Census which lists 

him as a CONVICT age 40.  

£80-120 
  

27 
 

A Queen's South Africa Medal, with five clasps 

CAPE COLONY, ORANGE FREE STATE, 

TRANSVAAL, SOUTH AFRICA 1901 and SOUTH 

AFRICA 1902 (mounted out of order), awarded to 

5931 PTE.W.DAINTREE, RL.WT.SURREY REGT.  

£100-150 
  

28 
 

A Queen's South Africa Medal, with clasp CAPE 

COLONY, awarded to 5977 PTE.J.HURST, 

LANC:FUS.; a King's South Africa Medal, with two 

clasps SOUTH AFRICA 1901 and SOUTH 

AFRICA 1902, awarded to 2049 PTE.G.GAMBLE, 

W.YORK:REGT. (2)  

£80-120 
  

29 
 

A Boer War Pair, comprising Queen's South Africa 

Medal, with three clasps CAPE COLONY, 

TRANSVAAL and WITTEBERGEN and King's 

South Africa Medal with two clasps SOUTH 

AFRICA 1901 and SOUTH AFRICA 1902, 

awarded to 8698 PTE.P.TEMPLETON, SCOTS 

GUARDS., swing mounted as worn  

£100-200 
  

30 
 

A Queen's South Africa Medal, with three clasps 

DEFENCE OF LADYSMITH, LAING'S NEK and 

BELFAST, awarded to 4789 PTE.W.BYRNE, 

LIVERPOOL REGT, together with a steel 

cruciform medallion, one side stamped SIEGE OF 

LADYSMITH P.OF L.T.S., the opposing side 
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stamped 2.11.99. R.MAC'D. 28.2.1900, and with 

photocopy of Medal Roll  

£80-120 
  

31 
 

An Egypt Pair, awarded to 488PTE.C.(Charles) 

TAYLOR, 1/YORKS:R., comprising Egypt Medal 

and Khedive's Star 1884-6, un-named, together 

with photocopies of Short Service Attestation, 

Medical History, Military History etc; a Khedive's 

Star 1882, un-named and a pair of cream velvet 

slippers for a child, embroidered in silver bullion 

thread, with leather soles, the right shoe inscribed 

on the sole in ink "From Arabi Pasha, Cairo 1882, 

to Captain Joseph Smorfitt for his little granchild".  

£180-250 
  

32 
 

A Second World War Group of Six Medals, 

comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, 

Defence Medal, War Medal and Dunkirk Medal, in 

a glazed oak display frame, with La Ville de 

Dunkerque certificate to Arthur John Holland, 

Royal Army Service Corps and a cap badge; a 

Second World War Group of Five Medals, 

comprising 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa 

Star, Italy Star and War Medal, with Admiralty 

medal slip, in a glazed oak case; eight Single 

Second World War Medals, comprising Africa 

Star, Italy Star, Burma Star, Defence Medal and 

four War Medals, together with a quantity of 

medal ribbons and bars (qty)  

£150-200 
  

33 
 

A Second World War 8th Army Group of Four 

Medals, awarded to 1144227 Bombardier 

J.A.Green, Royal Artillery, comprising 1939-45 

Star, Africa Star, Italy Star and War Medal, 

together with his Soldier's Service and Pay Book, 

Mention in Dispatches certificate and letter, 

Special Messages, medal ribbon bar, embroidered 

Desert Rats insignia and sewing kit; a Second 

World War Group of Four Medals, comprising 

1939-45 Star, Italy Star, Defence and War Medals 

with medal slip, in a glazed frame named to 

Bernard Malpas; a Similar Group, with Royal 

Artillery cap badge, First World War photograph 

and embroidered silk postcard (qty)  

£100-200 
  

34 
 

A Second World War Group of Five Medals, 

awarded to 21032954 TPR.P.SHANLEY, 4/7 D.G., 

comprising 1939-45 Star, Burma Star, Defence 

Medal, War Medal and General Service Medal 

1918-62 with clasp PALESTINE 1945-48 in box of 

issue, together with cap badge, pair of collar 

badges, two embroidered cloth formation patches, 

a pair of brass shoulder titles and a 4/7 Dragoon 

Guards Past & Present Association badge; also, a 

pair of embroidered shoulder titles to the Royal 

Armoured Corps, two cap badges and shoulder 

titles to the 3rd The King's Own Hussars  

£80-120 
  

35 
 

A Second World War Group of Five Medals, 

awarded to Temporary Major Ian Gray McKnight, 

R.E.M.E., comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star 

with 1ST ARMY clasp, Italy Star, Defence and 

War Medals, with MID oak leaf and War Office 

letter stating it will be published in the London 

Gazette 11.11.43, together with Medal slip, a Map 

of the Mediterranean with hand drawn cartoons 

and inscribed My Journey in the Med., also a 

theatre programme and ephemera including a 

hand written lecture on Discipline; a Second World 

War Trio, awarded to DVR. T/39737 A J Tompsett 

R.A.S.C., comprising 1939-45 Star, Defence and 

War Medals, with Soldier's Service and Pay Book, 

Release Book and economy plastic cap badge 

(af), together with photographs and ephemera 

(qty)  

£80-120 
  

36 
 

A Second World War RAF Trio of Medals, 

awarded to F C Goodenough, comprising 1939-45 

Star, France and Germany Star and War Medal, 

with Medal award slip, postage boxes of issue, 

cap badge, buttons, buckle and King's War 
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Badge, also his forage cap dated 1945 and 

Ministry of Pensions letter; a Similar Trio, with cap 

badge, photographs and RAF Certificate of 

Service and Release to 1818051 Cpl. G E 

Marshall; an Air Transport Auxiliary Forage Cap, 

with a War Medal and RAF buttons  

£80-120 
  

37 
 

Five Second World War Groups of Medals, to 

R.E.M.E., R.A.O.C., C.M.P. (V.P), two with related 

Soldier's Service and Pay Books, one with 

Soldier's Service and Pay Book and Soldier's 

Release Book, one with RAOC cap badge and 

Soldier's Release Book, and one including a St 

John Ambulance Service Medal  

£80-120 
  

38 
 

A Small Quantity of Second World War Civil 

Defence Medals and Militaria, including ARP 

badges and buttons, Red Cross Proficiency 

medals, Women's Voluntary Service Medal in 

case of issue, two ARP berets, one with silver 

badge, three Women's Land Army badges and a 

large framed display of 1939-45 Star, France and 

Germany Star and War Medal with related 

ephemera  

£80-120 
  

39 
 

Three Second World War Trios, each comprising 

1939-45 Star, France and Germany Star and War 

Medal; two Second World War Pairs, each 

comprising Defence and War Medals; two 

Defence Medals, all in postage boxes of issue; 

also, a Special Constabulary Long Service Medal 

to JOSEPH H.GREEN, an Africa Star, a France 

and Germany Star, three NORTH AFRICA 1942-

43 clasps, two FRANCE AND GERMANY clasps 

and a small quantity of various medal slips  

£90-120 
  

40 
 

A Second World War Trio, awarded to 14766461 

C.J.Mitchell of Liverpool, comprising 1939-45 Star, 

Burma Star and War Medal, with dog tags and 

medal slip, in postal box of issue; two Second 

World War Groups of Four Medals, one 

comprising 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Defence 

and War Medals, the other comprising 1939-45 

Star, Africa Star, Defence and War Medals, each 

with medal slip in postal box of issue.  

£90-120 
  

41 
 

A Small Collection of Continental Medals, 

including a framed Belgian Croix de Guerre with 

star and citation, a framed French Medaille de 

Militaire and Croix de Guerre with citation, two 

German Hindenburg Crosses with citations, three 

Iron Crosses, second class, a Winter Campaign in 

Russia medal etc.  

£150-200 
  

42 
 

Two Medals of the Holy Land Pilgrims Jerusalem 

Cross of Honour, silver class; an Iron Cross, first 

class, the vertical sword shape pin stamped 65, 

cased (3)  

£100-200 
  

43 
 

Eight Second World War Single Medals, 

comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Burma Star, 

Italy Star, France and Germany Star, two Defence 

Medals and War Medal, also a NORTH AFRICA 

1942-43 clasp and a FRANCE AND GERMANY 

clasp; a 9 Carat Gold and Enamel RAOB Breast 

Jewel, to Pride of Bemerton No.5057, circa 1925, 

5.5gms (11)  

£100-150 
  

44 
 

A Collection of Eight Prussian Medals:- four 

bronze Napoleonic Campaign Medals for 

Combatants for 1813-1814, each marked on the 

rim AUS EROBERTEM GESCHUETZ; another for 

1814-1815; three Faithful Service Medals for 

Combatants for 1864 X2 and 1866 X1; also, a 

German 1849 Baden Insurrection Medal, a 

miniature Iron Cross for 1914 and a Napoleon III 

1859 Italian Campaign Medal (11)  

£200-300 
  

45 
 

A Miniature Albert Medal, bronze sea; two Silver 

Gilt and Enamel Masonic Breast Jewels, in cases 
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of issue, and a silver gilt Masonic breast jewel in 

case of issue; also, a Fete of the Veterans 1908 

medallion "Gratitude Not Charity", a pre-1953 

Derbyshire Yeomanry officer's bimetal cap badge 

and collar badge, a post-1953 Leicestershire & 

Derbyshire Yeomanry officer's bimetal cap and 

collar badge, a British Legion badge and stick pin, 

a St John's Ambulance Association service medal 

and various cufflinks and studs.  

£100-150 
  

46 
 

A First World War Pair, awarded to 12994 

PTE.J.HALSTEAD, E.LAN.R., comprising British 

War Medal and Victory Medal; a British War 

Medal, to 13263 PTE.S.HALSTEAD, E.LAN.R., a 

Victory Medal, to T-1498 S-SJT.J.B.DIGGLE, 

A.O.C.; a Small Quantity of Militaria, including cap 

badges, Royal commemorative medallions, a 

Merchant Navy cap insignia and buttons.  

£80-120 
  

47 
 

A First World War Memorial Plaque, to Gunner 

BERNARD ROFFEY, Royal Field Artillery, set to 

the pediment of a carved oak plaque with bronzed 

plaster insert modelled with two soldiers flanking a 

memorial card; also, a First World War Naval silk 

picture with lifebuoy framing a portrait photograph, 

and five unframed military prints (7)  

£80-120 
  

48 
 

A Second World War Trio and R.A.F. Observer's 

and Air Gunner's Flying Log Book, 1943-1945, to 

1377857 Flying Officer C.J.R. Grubb R.A.F., the 

medals comprising 1939-45 Star, Burma Star and 

War Medal, together with research material. 

Grubb commenced training as a Navigator at No. 

5 Air Observation School in April 1943 and was 

posted to No. 89 Squadron, a Beaufighter unit 

based in India - but with forward units in Burma - 

in November 1944. Teaming-up with Flying Officer 

G. Johnson, he went operational in the New Year 

with three nighttime low-level “Rhubarbs” and an 

offensive reconnaissance, the latter operation on 

27 January entailing the strafing of enemy gun 

positions in the Singu area. This, too, the same 

month in which his aircraft nearly came to grief on 

a regular patrol on the 4th:  

 

‘Flying Officers Johnson and Grubb were flying 

from Tulihal to Baighachi, with Flight Sergeant 

Allan as a passenger. After 30 minutes, the port 

engine of X. 7895 (T) failed. Having fethered the 

propellor, they diverted to Agartala, but were 

unable to make R./T. contact, so they fired several 

red Verey signals before making a single-engined 

approach. Even so, a transport aircraft was below 

and ahead of them on finals and they touched 

down 50 yards behind it - Gordon Johnson applied 

the handbrake to stop and the starboard tyre burst 

and the port undercarriage collapsed.’  

 

Having emerged unscathed from X. 7895 (T), pilot 

and navigator returned to regular operational 

sorties throughout February-April 1945, in addition 

to a “Scramble” on 20 March, when Grubb’s 

aircraft failed to catch three “Bandits” over Meiktila 

but experienced memorably heavy and accurate 

A.A. fire. And as verified by an endorsement in his 

Flying Log Book, he had completed over 75 hours 

of operational flying by the time of V.J. Day. He 

returned to the U.K. for demobilisation in the rank 

of Flying Officer in November 1945.  

£300-500 
  

49 
 

A Second World War Group of Five Medals, 

awarded to ACT. SQN. LDR. W.H. PHIPPS, 

R.A.F., comprising 1939-45 Star, France and 

Germany Star, Defence Medal, War Medal and 

General Service Medal 1918-62 with M.I.D. oak 

leaf and clasp MALAYA, together with 

photocopied research material including pages 

from the Supplement to the London Gazette 21 

July 1942, 13 May 1947, 1 July 1949, 1 January 

1953, 6 March 1953 (MID), 1 January 1964 (MBE 
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MILY.)  

£100-200 
  

50 
 

A First/Second World War Group of Three 

Medals, awarded to 7978 SJT.W.(William) G. 

(George) WARD, R.A., comprising British War 

Medal, Victory Medal and Defence Medal, 

together with his leather bound Royal Regiment of 

Artillery Account Book or Ledger, Parchment 

Certificate of Discharge, various letters 

commending various acts of bravery in both wars, 

birth certificate, Pension letters, notice of his death 

on 25 April 1946, photographs, Cabinet cards, 

photocopies of Military History Sheets etc.  

£100-150 
  

51 
 

A Second World War Royal Navy Group of Four, 

awarded to J.110783 E.(Eric) G. MALBY. A/L.S. 

H.M.S. VICTORY, comprising 1939-45 Star, 

Atlantic Star, War Medal and Royal Naval Long 

Service and Good Conduct Medal, together with a 

typed slip NGSM WITH CLASP `MINESWEEPING 

45/51' J110783 E G MALBY PO RN, List 386 

1492/78/REH (medal not present), also, a Special 

Constabulary Long Service Medal to ERIC G. 

MALBY, in box of issue (5)  

£100-150 
  

52 
 

A First/Second World War Trio, awarded to L-

10913 PTE.J.J. HAWKINS, R.W. KENT R., 

comprising British War Medal, Victory Medal and 

Defence Medal; a London County Council King's 

Medal, for 1911-12, named D.W.TEVERSHAM (4)  

£80-120 
  

53 
 

A First World War Group of Four Medals, awarded 

to 1787 Thomas William Millett, Hampshire 

Regiment, comprising British War Medal and 

Victory Medal (2-LIEUT.), Territorial Force War 

Medal 1914-19 (1787 PTE. HAMPS.R.) and 

General Service Medal 1918-62 with clasp IRAQ 

(LIEUT.), with research material including birth 

and death certificates, 1911 Census, National 

Archives photocopies of Territorial Force 

Attestation, Medical Inspection reports, Re-

engagement papers etc  

£300-500 
  

54 
 

A Second World War Group of Five Medals, 

awarded to CAPT. A.G. TOWNSEND-ROSE R.E., 

comprising 1939-45 Star, Burma Star, Defence 

Medal, War Medal and General Service Medal 

1918-62 with clasp MALAYA, court mounted, the 

reverse with stitched label for H E Glover & Sons, 

Queen's Avenue, Aldershot named to Lt.Col. 

A.G.Townsend-Rose  

£100-150 
  

55 
 

A Pair of Victorian Campaign Medals, awarded to 

4312 PTE. A.(Adam) MAIR. 1/SEA HRS., 

comprising Queen's Sudan Medal 1896-98 and 

Khedive's Sudan 1896-1908 with two clasps THE 

ATBARA and KHARTOUM, together with 

photocopied National Archives Short Service of 

Attestation, Statement of Services and Military 

History Sheet. 

4342 Private Adam Mair was born in Glasgow in 

1871, he enlisted in the Seaforth Highlanders, 

October 1892 and served with the Regiment in 

Egypt and the Sudan, January 1898 to March 

1900, and later in South Africa, 2nd March 1900 to 

11th September 1902 (entitled to QSA with clasps 

Cape Colony, Transvaal, and Wittebergen, and 

KSA); he was discharged 5th October 1904, after 

12 years with the Colours.  

£300-500 
  

56 
 

A British War Medal, awarded to 2.LIEUT. C.C. 

COLE, with a photocopy of Medal Index Card on 

which he is recorded as Captain Cyril Charles 

Cole, Essex Regiment, later Royal Flying Corps 

and Royal Air Force  

£80-120 
  

57 
 

A Second World War Army/RAF Long Service 

Group of Four Medals, awarded to 529134 F.SGT. 

R. YATES. R.A.F., comprising Defence Medal, 

War Medal, General Service Medal 1918-62 with 
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clasp PALESTINE 1945-48 and Royal Air Force 

Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, together 

with his Flying Log Book which records him as a 

Parachute Training Instructor and with numerous 

entries from June 1945 to May 1950, also badges 

and a brevet, a binder file of research material 

including photocopied Certificates of Service for 

the Army (East Lancashire Regiment) and RAF 

and numerous photographs, including one of him 

on a 1947 Christmas Card showing his 145th 

parachute descent which was the last parachute 

descent of British Forces in Palestine, also 

included are his Army Certificates of Education 

and photocopied RAF Certificate of Service etc 

Richard Yates enlisted with the East Lancashire 

Regiment (3381757) on 27th October 1923 and 

served until 26th October 1930 when he 

transferred to the Army Reserve until 26th 

October 1935. After he was discharged from the 

Army he enlisted with the Royal Air Force where 

he became a Parachute Training Instructor.  

£200-300 
  

58 
 

An O.B.E. Group of Nine Medals Awarded to 

Colonel (Ronald) G. (George) Williams, Indian 

Army, late Royal Fusiliers and 23rd London 

Regiment, comprising The Most Excellent Order 

of the British Empire, O.B.E. (Civil) Officer's 

Breast Badge (2nd Type), 1914-15 Star (2.LIEUT. 

R.FUS.), British War Medal (CAPT.), Victory 

Medal (LIEUT.), India General Service Medal 

1908-35 (CAPT. 2-4 RAJPUTS) with two clasps 

WAZIRISTAN 1919-21 and WAZIRISTAN 1921-

24, India General Service Medal 1936-39 

(LT.COL. 3-15 PUNJAB R.) with clasp NORTH 

WEST FRONTIER 1936-37, War Medal, India 

Service Medal 1945 and Coronation Medal 1937, 

swing mounted as worn, with the miniatures and 

photocopies of Service records  

£400-500 
  

59 
 

A First World War Pair of British War Medal and 

Victory Medal and a General Service Medal 1918-

62, with clasp S.PERSIA, awarded to CAPT. F. 

CHALLANS (RAMC) (3)  

£200-300 
  

60 
 

Two India General Service Medals 1908-35, one 

with clasp WAZIRISTAN 1919-21, with MID oak 

leaf, awarded to 5765069 PTE.R.J.JESSOP, 

NORF R., the other with clasp WAZIRISTAN 

1921-24, awarded to 3590682 PTE.W.KENNETT. 

BORD.R. with photocopy of Medal Index Card, 

and with some research material.  

£150-180 
  

61 
 

A George V Distinguished Flying Cross, an M.B.E. 

(MILY) Badge and Miniature Group of 

First/Second World War Medals, thought to have 

been awarded to Lieutenant Sydney Bull, R.A.F., 

the M.B.E. in an O.B.E. box of issue, the 

miniatures comprising D.F.C., M.B.E., 1914-15 

Star, British War Medal, Victory Medal, General 

Service Medal with clasp S.PERSIA, 1939-45 

Star, France and Germany Star, Defence and War 

Medals, swing mounted as worn, together with a 

quantity of photocopied research material 

including Ministry of Defence letter detailing the 

military service of Lieutenant Colonel Sydney Bull 

M.B.E. P36368 Royal Army Service Corps, 

formerly R.F.C./R.A.F. and North Staffordshire 

Regiment, with copies of photographs of him and 

his family.  

£2,000-3,000 
  

62 
 

A Second World War Royal Canadian Air Force 

Casualty Group of Six Medals, awarded to 

J/18012 Pilot Officer Eric Joseph Monk, 156 

Squadron (RAF) Royal Canadian Air Force, who 

was killed in action 17 June 1943, comprising 

1939-45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star, Defence 

Medal, War Medal, Canadian Volunteer Service 

Medal and Canadian Memorial (Silver) Cross for 

Mothers and Widows, together with silver 

Operational Wings and certificate, telegrams to his 

widow reporting him missing presumed dead, 
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letters of confirmation of his death, numerous 

letters of condolence, photographs, including one 

of his grave, his passport, birth certificate etc and 

a typed copy of a letter written to his widow by a 

member of the Belgian underground dated 

22/11/44 which states that her husband was not 

killed, but survived and helped to escape the 

Germans by him and other members of the 

Resistance group.  

£300-500 
  

63 
 

A Second World War Long Service Group of Four 

Medals, awarded to 565749 F.SJT. J.(James) 

M.(Munro) RAMAGE, R.A.F., comprising Defence 

Medal, War Medal with MID oak leaf, General 

Service Medal with clasp MALAYA and MID oak 

leaf, and Royal Air Force Long Service and Good 

Conduct Medal, swing mounted as worn, together 

with his Certificate of Service 1931-1967 and 

photocopies of the Supplements to the London 

Gazette for 8 June 1944 and 5 December 1958  

£100-200 
  

64 
 

A Second World War Trio, awarded to 1941019 

SPR.R.B.HORN, R.E., comprising 1939-45 Star, 

Defence and War Medals, all privately named, 

with medal slip in postal box of issue, together 

with King's Badge, ribbon bar and British Fire 

Services Association bronze medal; a Second 

World War Group of Four Medals, R.73837 Able 

Seaman William Roy, Merchant Navy, comprising 

1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star with clasp FRANCE 

AND GERMANY, Pacific Star and War Medal, 

swing mounted as worn, with Minister of Transport 

medal slip and his Continuous Certificate of 

Discharge  

£100-150 
  

65 
 

A Military General Service Medal, with two clasps 

CORUNNA and CIUDAD RODRIGO, awarded to 

THOS. HAWKINS, 52ND FOOT, with photocopies 

of muster rolls and discharge certificate stating he 

was discharged Unfit for Service due to Pulmonia 

and Gunshot wound to the hand, also with a typed 

service record and copy of Certificate of Death 

which records him as a Chelsea Pensioner  

£900-1,200 
  

66 
 

Captain O.D.Hopps Military Works Service and 32 

Sikh Pioneers: - A British War Medal, with box lid 

of issue, and an India General Service Medal 

1908 with MID oak leaf and two clasps 

AFGHANISTAN N.W.F. 1919 and WAZIRISTAN 

1919-21, with box of issue and a photocopy of 

Medal Index Card; an Indian General Service 

Medal 1908 (Edward VII), with clasp NORTH 

WEST FRONTIER 1908, awarded to 2384 Sepoy 

Rabel Sing 57th Rfls.F.F. (3)  

£100-150 
  

67 
 

A Shanghai Municipal Council Emergency Medal 

1937 and an American Soldier's Medal, awarded 

to Major Herbert Malcom Robert Hodgman, Royal 

Signals, attached to Headquarter, Land Forces, 

Hong Kong, together with a newspaper cutting 

describing an incident where he saved two 

American soldiers from drowning and for which he 

received the Soldier's Medal.  

£150-200 
  

68 
 

A Second World War RAF Long Service Group of 

Four Medals, awarded to (48854) FLT.OFF. 

E.(Edward) A. KING, R.A.F., comprising 1939-45 

Star, Africa Star, Defence Medal, War Medal with 

MID oak leaf and Royal Air Force Long Service 

and Good Conduct Medal, swing mounted as 

worn, with a researcher's letter giving a short 

history of service.  

£100-150 
  

69 
 

A Second World War/Post-War Group of Five 

Medals, awarded to Lt.Colonel J.W. Harley-

Peters, Royal Army Ordnance Corps, late Royal 

Pioneer Corps, comprising Defence Medal, War 

Medal, Africa General Service Medal 1902-1956 

(Major R.A.O.C.), with MID oak leaf and clasp 

KENYA, Coronation Medal 1953 and Efficiency 
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Medal with Territorial clasp (LT. R.P.C.) swing 

mounted as worn, with Citation for Mention in 

Despatches, and photocopies of related magazine 

articles.  

£150-200 
  

70 
 

A Military General Service Medal, with two clasps 

VITTORIA and PYRANEES, awarded to ROBT. 

ROSS, 92ND FOOT, with photocopies of 

Statement of Service and Discharge sheet. 

He sustained a gunshot wound to the right leg 

during the forcing of the Heights of Maya in the 

Pyranees on 25 July 1813. This injury led to him 

being discharged on 23 October 1815, as unfit for 

service.  

£1,000-1,500 
  

71 
 

A Post-war M.B.E. Group of Three Medals, 

comprising M.B.E. Breast Badge, Defence and 

War Medal, swing mounted as worn, together with 

the miniatures, awarded to Squadron Leader J. 

MacKenzie, Royal Air Force, late Royal Air Force 

Volunteer Reserve, who was a long-served 

Engineering Officer who oversaw important work 

in the development of the V-Force and in the 

introduction of the Skynet programme, the R.A.F’s 

first satellite in orbit, together with M.B.E. warrant 

dated 10 June 1948, commission warrants for 

Pilot Officer, R.A.F.V.R. dated 4 October 1945, 

and Flying Officer, R.A.F. dated 15 January 1948, 

newspaper cuttings, and a folio of photographs 

and diagrams relating to the Skynet military 

satellite system.  

£150-250 
  

72 
 

A First World War Pair, comprising British War 

Medal and Victory Medal, awarded to 233946 

PTE.1 E.(Eustace) READING R.A.F., together 

with his Soldier's Pay Book for Use on Active 

Service, various identity cards, railway tickets to 

Italy, a photocopy of National Archives service 

record which states that he initially joined the 

Royal Navy and transferred to the RAF 1 April 

1918  

£60-80 
  

73 
 

A 1939-45 War Medal and Colonial Police Long 

Service Medal (E.II.R.), awarded to 11217 

AFRICAN SGT. MAPURANKA, B.S.A., with 

research material including an obituary which 

states "It is with regret that we have to record the 

death of African Sergeant Regis Felix Mapuranka 

Kwenda (No.11217) who passed away at Fort 

Victoria Hospital on 2nd October 1962 as a result 

of injuries received when he was assaulted while 

carrying out a patrol in the Davira area of Chibi 

Reserve on 26th September this year...."  

 

£100-200 
  

74 
 

An Afghanistan Medal 1878-80, with three clasps 

PEIWAR KOTAL, KABUL and KANDAHAR, 

awarded to 1298 CORPL. D. DARLING, 72ND 

HIGHRS., with National Archives photocopies of 

Seaforth Highlanders Medal Roll on which he is 

recorded  

£300-500 
  

75 
 

Lieutenant John Noel Milsum O.B.E., 1 Parak Bn., 

F.M.S. Volunteer Force: - three medals 

comprising 1939-45 Star, Pacific Star and War 

Medal, together with a Japanese Prisoner of War 

identity badge, Japanese bank notes and a large 

quantity of related ephemera, photographs and 

photocopied research material including reports 

from the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew where he 

began his career, firstly employed at Kew from 

June 1912 until September 1913 when he left to 

go to work for the Department of Agriculture, 

Kuala Lumpur, Federated Malay States. The 

Supplement to the London Gazette for 1 January 

1946 records him as receiving his O.B.E. for 

services during internment (He was a Prisoner of 

War and worked on the Siam Railway). The letters 

include hand written examples from his POW 

companions congratulating him on his award. The 
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O.B.E. is not included with this lot.  

£80-120 
  

76 
 

A First World War MM Trio, awarded to 108575 

A.CPL.(later 2.CPL.)J.C.KETTLEWELL, R.E., 

comprising Military Medal, British War Medal and 

Victory Medal  

£200-300 
  

77 
 

Three Single First World War Medals, comprising 

1914 Star to 3524 PTE.R.A.SWALES. R.A.M.C.; 

British War Medal to 202454 

PTE.C.E.COUPLAND, DURH.L.I.; Victory Medal 

to 030356 SJT.W.DURHAM, A.O.C.; also, a First 

World War German Iron Cross, first class, a 

miniature Africa General Service Medal with clasp 

S.NIGERIA 1903, brass copy of a sovereign fob, a 

Royal Engineers cap badge and twenty six various 

royal commemorative medallions in gilt and white 

metal (33)  

£120-180 
  

78 
 

A First/Second World War Family Group of 

Medals, comprising a trio awarded to 42983 PTE. 

D SPINK, R.A.M.C., comprising 1914-1915 Star, 

British War Medal and Victory Medal, swing 

mounted as worn; and a group of four, comprising 

1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Burma Star and War 

Medal, court mounted, awarded to Petty Officer 

George Samuel Massey of the Fleet Air Arm who 

served on HMS Searcher and who was the son-in-

law of the above, together with two embroidered 

blazer insignia, a quantity of related lapel pins and 

badges and a Russian 60 year commemorative 

War Medal 1945-2005  

£100-150 
  

79 
 

Two First World War Memorial Plaques, awarded 

to:- LAURENCE CYRIL SOUTHERTON, in an 

ebonised wood circular frame with brass husk cast 

fillet; and ROBERT SUTTON, in an oak square 

frame (2)  

£100-150 
  

80 
 

A First World War Trio, comprising 1914-15 Star, 

British War Medal and Victory Medal, awarded to 

78489 CPL.T. (Thomas) B. PORTER, R.E., with 

his Special Constabulary Long Service Medal, 

mahogany truncheon, a Turkish Trench Art brass 

shell case and a pair of CF41 Barr & Stroud x7 

binoculars with filters, in a leather case which he 

used in the Second World War when serving in 

the Civil Defence. 

Thomas Porter was gassed at Gallipoli. He later 

married the nurse who helped him recuperate.  

£100-150 
  

81 
 

A Naval General Service Medal 1909-62 (George 

VI), with clasp MALAYA, awarded to D/SSX. 

24849 C.N.BENTLEY LDG.SMN. R.N.  

£100-150 
  

82 
 

A First World War Trio, comprising 1914-15 Star, 

British War Medal and Victory Medal, awarded to 

7-429 SPR:H.ROBINSON, R.E., and an Imperial 

Service Medal to HAROLD ROBINSON, all in 

boxes of issue, together with cap badge, two hand 

written accounts by Harold Robinson, the first 

account written in ink in a bound notebook and 

beginning in 1882 with his family history, followed 

by his young life and enlistment into the Royal 

Engineers, finishing in 1915, the second account 

written in pencil on single sheets of paper dating 

from Sunday 2nd May 1915 to Wednesday 28th 

May 1919 and recording his time in the First World 

War, also with two cabinet cards and two 

photographs of him with his family and comrades, 

four amateur dancing medallions to his eldest 

daughter Elsie, various certificates including the 

London College of Music  

£100-150 
  

83 
 

A Boer War/First World War Group of Three 

Medals, awarded to 5118 PTE.(later A,SJT.) 

J.MEFFEN, NORF.R., comprising King's South 

Africa Medal with two clasps SOUTH AFRICA 

1901 and SOUTH AFRICA 1902, British War 
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Medal and Victory Medals, together with a typed 

account of his service from 5th August 1914 to 8th 

January 1915, and from 2nd September 1915 to 

to 3rd January 1916  

£120-180 
  

84 
 

A First World War Group of Four Miniatures, 

comprising 1914-15 Star, British War Medal, 

Victory Medal and Efficiency Decoration, swing 

mounted as worn, in Garrards case of issue; a 

Miniature Memorial Plaque, un-named.  

£60-80 
  

85 
 

A First World Pair, comprising British War Medal 

and Victory Medal, awarded to 5-42480 

PTE.D.(David) McKINLEY, GORDONS, together 

with his dog tag, silver cigarette case, Red Cross 

Society 1914-18 War Service medal, Glengarry 

cap and Tam o'Shanter cap with badges, an 

overpainted portrait photograph, a small quantity 

of postcards, two Christmas cards, a snapshot 

album and related ephemera; a First World War 

Pair, comprising British War Medal and Victory 

Medal, awarded to 67217 PTE. J.W. 

STENHOUSE, M.G.C.  

£150-200 
  

86 
 

A 9 Carat Gold and Enamel Masonic Founder's 

Breast Jewel, to the Kensington Royal Arch 

Chapter, No.366, 23gms; three Silver Gilt and 

Enamel Masonic Founder's Breast Jewels, and 

five other silver gilt breast jewels, 211gms total; 

also, five various gilt metal Masonic jewels (14)  

£250-300 
  

87 
 

A Collection of Fifty Nine Pre-1953 Cap and 

Glengarry Badges, mainly British, in brass, white 

metal and bimetal, together with fifty five shoulder 

titles, all loosely mounted on six display cards  

£250-300 
  

88 
 

A Small Quantity of Buttons, Cap and Collar 

Badges, to the Welsh Regiment, also, various 

badges and insignia  

£80-120 
  

89 
 

A Collection of Twenty Five First/Second World 

War British Cap and Collar Badges, in brass, 

white metal and bimetal; also, six shoulder titles, 

two ranik crowns, a Silver War Badge, five other 

badges/sweetheart brooches, two pendants and 

twenty two buttons, in a carved oak box  

£100-150 
  

90 
 

A Georgian Ebonised Oak Truncheon, the waisted 

body painted in colours and gilt with K G crown R 

over the royal coat of arms, 35cm; a Victorian 

Ebonised Oak Truncheon, painted in colours and 

gilt with a crowned cartouche with indistinct 

letters, stamped 243, with ribbed grip and leather 

wrist strap, 38.5cm; a Victorian Ebonised 

Truncheon, the cylindrical body painted in colours 

with crowned VR cypher, with baluster grip, 30cm 

(3)  

£150-200 
  

91 
 

A Rosewood Police Truncheon, with ring turned 

grip, 41.5cm; also, three walnut police truncheons 

with ribbed grips and leather wrist straps, an Irish 

shillelegh, an ebonised truncheon with leather 

covered pommel, a lignum vitae truncheon with 

horn pommel, a pair of handcuffs and a pair of 

slave shackles (10)  

£150-200 
  

92 
 

A Victorian Ebonised Oak Truncheon, the 

cylindrical body painted in red and gilt with 

VR/crown/1 Manningham, the baluster handle with 

ribbed grip, 38cm; an Elizabeth II Beech 

Truncheon, the rounded body with crowned EIIR 

transfer, with ribbed grip and leather wrist strap; a 

First World War Bronze Commemorative 

Medallion, the obverse depicting Pegasus, the 

reverse inscribed "THE INNER TEMPLE TO 

MEMBERS OF THE INN WHO FOUGHT FOR 

THEIR COUNTRY", in a lignum vitae case (3)  

£120-180 
  

93 
 

A Victorian Black Painted Walnut Truncheon, 

painted with crowned VR in yellow and red, with 
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ribbed grip, 46cm; two Police Truncheons, each 

with later painted decoration, one to the City of 

Bath, one to the City of York, each with VR 

cypher, date 1870 and with a coat of arms 

transfer, with ribbed grips, 43cm (3)  

£120-180 
  

94 
 

A First World War Birmingham Special 

Constabulary Truncheon, in mahogany with a 

transfer of the arms of the city of Birmingham 

1916-1919, stamped 1282, with ribbed grip and 

globular pommel, 39cm; two Similar Undecorated 

Truncheons, one in beech, stamped W.B.P., 

41cm, the other in rosewood, the pommel 

stamped VLD; a Beech Truncheon, the body 

stamped SUPT.MACDONALD, 47cm (4)  

£120-180 
  

95 
 

A William IV Walnut Truncheon, the short 

cylindrical body painted with crowned WR/IV in 

black, with baluster grip, 33cm; a 19th Century 

Mahogany Truncheon, with undecorated short 

cylindrical body and baluster grip, 35cm; also, a 

shillelagh type club, a rounders bat and a book 

The Policeman's Lot by Mervyn Mitton (5)  

£100-150 
  

96 
 

Three Victorian Police Truncheons: - one in 

mahogany, the short cylindrical body painted VR 

monogram in gilt on a dark blue field, with raised 

collar and rounded grip, 31.5cm; one in walnut, 

the short cylindrical body painted with crowned VR 

cypher in red and yellow on a black field, with ring 

turned grip and ebonised compressed baluster 

pommel, 34cm; one in ebonised walnut, the 

rounded cylindrical body painted with VR 

monogram and numbered 56 within diapered 

bands in yellow, the grip with small baluster 

pommel, 32cm (3)  

£120-180 
  

97 
 

Three Victorian Truncheons: - one in oak, the long 

rounded cylindrical body painted with a crowned 

VR cypher in red and cream on an ebonised field, 

with ring turned baluster grip, the pommel pierced 

to take a wrist strap, 48cm; one in walnut, the long 

rounded cylindrical body painted with VR 

monogram over S.C. in yellow on a blue field, with 

ring turned grip, 47cm; one in ebonised walnut, 

the long rounded cylindrical body painted with a 

crown over and indistinct cartouche in red and 

yellow, with ring turned grip, 45cm (3)  

£150-200 
  

98 
 

A Victorian Walnut Truncheon to Upavon, the long 

rounded cylindrical body painted with the crowned 

VR cypher over a cartouche inscribed UPAVON, 

in colours and gilt on an ebonised field, with 

ribbed grip, 45cm  

£80-120 
  

99 
 

A Victorian Walnut Truncheon, the long rounded 

cylindrical body painted with crowned VR cypher 

over a cartouche initialled B.P. in colours and gilt 

on an ebonised field, with ribbed grip and pierced 

pommel set with a later leather wrist strap, 45cm  

£80-120 
  

100 
 

A Pair of Anglo-Indian Hardwood Bookends, 

each carved in the form of a scrolling dragon with 

inset red glass eyes, internally carved with Royal 

Indian Army Service Corps badge, 18cm  

£80-90 
  

101 
 

A Collection of Militaria, including a Second 

World War British high altitude leather face mask, 

a leather glove, two single Second World War 

Stars - 1939-45 and Burma, a small quantity of 

cap and collar badges, including 14th King’s 

Hussars, 20th Hussars, King’s badge, a brass 

three draw Falcon 22 X telescope, a First World 

War facsimile letter from the King to returning 

POW's, two flasks a hand warmer, gun cleaning 

rod, a Turkish folding knife etc  

£100-150 
  

102 
 

A Second World War Pair, comprising Defence 

and War Medal, awarded to Joseph Catterall, 

Despatch Rider; a Second World War Japanese 
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Good Luck Flag, of two piece red and cream 

cotton, with numerous ink signatures, 85cm by 

122cm, together with a transcription of some of 

the signatures, and a hand written note from the 

daughter of the above Joseph Catterall 

describing her father and some of his exploits; a 

First World War Bamboo Swagger Stick, with 

plated pommel to the West Riding Regiment 

which belonged to William Hubert Kaye of 

Kirkburton, Huddersfield, Yorkshire (4) 

Joseph Catterall was born in St Helens, 

Lancashire in 1918. He served in the Second 

World War in Burma as a Despatch rider, but, like 

so many soldiers, would never talk about his 

experiences in the war. He had a shrapnel wound 

in his leg and suffered from suppurating sores on 

his back for the rest of his life, which were 

probably a result of parasites contracted whilst 

serving in Burma. He brought the Good Luck flag 

back with him from the war, but would never tell 

of how it came into his possession.  

William Hubert Kaye was the grandfather of the 

husband of Joseph Catterall's daughter.  

 

£100-200 
  

103 
 

A Quantity of Militaria, including a framed First 

World War linen tea towel printed with the 

musical score of It's a Long Way to Tipperary", 

regimental embroidered and printed 

handkerchiefs, silk panels, two Union Jacks, a 

leather map case, three pieces of First World War 

brass trench art, two 1942 20mm shells 

converted to cigarette lighters, a milk can, a 

portable stove, a gas mask, a folder of printed 

Victory messages to evacuees and those who 

cared for them  

£100-150 
  

104 
 

A Quantity of Militaria, including button plates, 

Trench Art vases, matchbox holders, cigarette 

lighters etc, brass folding magnifying glasses, a 

brass case for a pocket watch, two bosuns 

whistles, a plaster figure of a First World War 

German officer, three bugles in brass, copper and 

silver plate, three gas masks etc, in two boxes, 

two large slate panels painted with the Cutty Sark 

and HMS Association, six Spanish coins 

recovered from shipwrecks.  

£100-150 
  

105 
 

A Quantity of Military and Other Instruments, 

including a boxed Air Ministry Astro Compass 

Mk.II, a boxed Air Ministry Type P.8 compass, a 

leather cased Casella dumpy level, a leather 

cased HIlger & Watts sighting level, a 

reproduction telescope in leather case, a 1" brass 

single draw telescope and a camera tripod  

£100-150 
  

106 
 

A Verner's Pattern VII Pocket Compass, in black 

enamelled brass, with mother of pearl register, in 

a leather case; a Military Magnetic Marching 

Compass Mark 1, by T.G.Co.Ltd, in black plastic 

case; two Engineer Lensatic Compasses, one 

boxed (4).  

£100-150 
  

107 
 

Two Brass Cased Prismatic Compasses, each 

with mother of pearl register; also, a magnetic 

pocket compass in black enamelled brass case, 

with stitched leather case and a mirror compass 

stamped MK 95806 (4)  

£100-150 
  

108 
 

Two Princess Mary 1914 Christmas Tins, one 

containing two packets of tobacco, a Christmas 

card and a photograph, the other with an empty 

cigarette packet, two Christmas cards and two 

bullet pencils each engraved with a crowned M 

(2)  

£150-200 
  

109 
 

A Quantity of Mainly British Military Buttons, pre-

1953, in brass, horn and white metal, including 

RAF, Royal Navy, Merchant Navy and regiments; 

also, a small quantity of badges and staybrite 
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shoulder titles  

£80-120 
  

110 
 

A Quantity of Militaria, including two framed First 

World War certificates, ephemera, photographs, 

two brass tobacco boxes inscribed Thomas 

Western and Geo.Western, Low Row, 1915, 

items relating to the Home Guard, a Scots 

Guards glengarry and sporran etc.  

£80-120 
  

111 
 

Three Second World War RAF/SOE Standard 

Escape Compasses, each with black painted 

cylindrical brass case with a magnetised 'star' 

rotor and luminous dots to indicate North and 

South, the glass cover with bevelled edge, 1.5cm 

diameter; two Second World War Escape 

Compasses, possibly Canadian, each with blued 

steel needle and silvered dial, in a brass 

cylindrical case, 1.5cm and 2cm; four Second 

World War Silk Escape Maps, for North 

Africa/Cyrenaica, 

Holland/Belgium/France/Germany, 

France/Belgium/Holland and Burma/Siam/French 

Indo China (9)  

£150-250 
  

112 
 

A Small Collection of Mainly Second World War 

Sweetheart Brooches and Badges, including 

REME, RE, RAF, RN and ATS, also shoulder 

titles and three First World War propaganda 

crosses, loosely mounted in a binder file.  

£100-150 
  

113 
 

A Collection of Soviet Russian Items, comprising 

a 1989 AF/Airborne officer visor hat, size 59, a 

New Russian MVD police breast badge, a 

Russian Military Guards duty shift badge, a 

Federal Reserve Bank police breast badge 

numbered 08189, a Cuban Airborne jump badge, 

a Red Guard breast badge, a New Russian 

Communist Party membership pin, a Soviet 

officer qualification badge - II class, an AF 

Excellence badge, an Army Excellence badge, a 

Military Athlete pin, a Russian Imperial Crest, a 

"Remember Unstoppable Ship Polar Navy" 

badge, a "Kursk" submarine badge of three part 

construction, a K-18 "Karelia" submarine badge 

of two part construction, a Submariner/Staff 

badge, three Second World War commemorative 

medals for 20th, 30th and 40th anniversary, a set 

of 10 pins dedicated to the WWII Soviet tanks 

and armoured vehicles, a set of twelve pins 

dedicated to the Soviet Space Programme, a set 

of ten pins dedicated to Peter the Greatest Fleet 

(History of the Russian Navy) and a pair of three 

star shoulder boards to a Colonel of the 

Topography, Mapping, Geo and Technical 

Services (50)  

£150-200 
  

114 
 

A Collection of Second World War and Post War 

Royal Army Medical Corps Publications, 

comprising Training Book for 1908 inscribed with 

original nurse's name Grace L Taylor, Training 

Book for 1935, Training Pamphlets No.1 & 2 for 

1943, No.3 for 1944, No.3 for 1952 and No.4 for 

1960, and a book Not Least the Crusade, a Short 

History of the Royal Army Medical Corps by Peter 

Lovegrove,1952 (8)  

£50-80 
  

115 
 

A Second World War German Inert Incendiary 

Bomb, the top stamped A.Z.8312* 268d 

R.h.s./143 K; also, two small shells, a US Mills & 

Orndorff webbing cartridge belt, a leather 

cartridge belt, a Sam Browne belt - lacking 

shoulder strap and a British metal bound wood 

magazine for .22 rimfire Mk.2 (7)  

£200-300 
  

116 
 

By and After Lucien Jonas,  

 

"The Fight of Freedom",  

 

Study of Four First World War Allied Soldiers, ( 

English, French, Italian and American) poised for 
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battle, each with the correct national period 

uniform and weapon, the Statue of Liberty seen 

beyond, large black and white lithograph, signed 

in the margin with printed date for 1917, limited 

edition 107/500, 63cm by 46cm, framed and 

glazed with dealer's label Colin Wood Antiques 

Ltd, Aberdeen to verso  

£200-300 
  

117 
 

A Collection of First World War Bruce 

Bairnsfather Pottery by Grimwades, comprising a 

jardiniere, a salad bowl and five wall plates all 

printed with comic scenes in sepia on a shaded 

cream field, four pottery caricature jugs and a 

Carlton China figure "Yours to a Cinder Old Bill"; 

also, a Royal Doulton figure jug of Winston 

Churchill, two Bovey Pottery figures of Winston 

Churchill and a Royal Doulton character mask jug 

of Monty D6202 (16)  

£150-200 
  

118 
 

A London Scottish Volunteers Leather Belt, with 

white metal clasp and buckles; a Scottish Skein 

Dhu, with scallop back steel blade, ebony grip 

carved with celtic strapwork and with Cairngorm 

type pommel, the black leather scabbard with 

nickel plated mounts; also, a leather sword frog, 

a Certificate of Service Book to 22066880 Officer 

Cadet Peter Andrew Mayes, REME, various 

badges, buttons and Civil Defence insignia  

£100-150 
  

119 
 

A Post Second World War RNVR Presentation 

Plaque, with black, white, red and gilt roundel on 

a mahogany shield set with a brass plaque 

engraved "PRESENTED TO 

LIEUT.COMMANDER J.H.SWAIN D.S.O., D.S.C. 

ROYAL NAVY OFFICER INSTRUCTOR 1947-

1948 BY CAPTAIN AND OFFICERS H.M.S. 

CAROLINE", 31cm, together with a portrait 

photograph, his collar box with bow ties, pyjama 

case and sewing set 

Acting Commander James Hamilton Swain, 

captained HMS Penn, a P-Class Destroyer which, 

in 1942, was involved in "Operation Pedestal", a 

convoy to bring much needed reinforcements to 

Malta. During the course of this operation, Penn 

helped bring the damaged SS Ohio with her vital 

supplies of fuel into Grand Harbour, Valletta. 

Commander Swain was mentioned in dispatches 

and was also awarded the Distinguished Service 

Order (DSO) for the part he played in Operation 

Pedestal, after the war he joined the clergy  

£60-80 
  

120 
 

A Late 19th Century Abney's Level, in black 

enamelled brass, with a compass and spirit level 

attached to a protractor set on a square sighting 

tube engraved ABNEY'S LEVEL Reg-5205 

No.1243 Elliott, London, the right side engraved 

Captn. Heneage R.E., in a stitched leather case; 

two British Military Issue 6" Trough Compasses, 

in mahogany cases with sliding covers, and 

stamped with broad arrows, one in a stitched 

leather case (3) 

Captain Frederick William Heneage, Royal 

Engineers, was the father of Sir Arthur Pelham 

Heneage, Royal Horse Artillery  

£100-150 
  

121 
 

Lieutenant Colonel Sir Arthur Pelham Heneage - 

Target Plotting Equipment, comprising a Short & 

Mason, London black enamelled brass 

inclinometer, no.334, dated 1899 and engraved 

A.P. HENEAGE, in a stitched leather case; a 

Short & Mason Abney's type level in a leather 

case; a boxwood slide rule stamped Lt.Col. 

Prinsep's Slide Rule, in leather cloth case; a rule 

in leather case; an ebony parallel rule; a leather 

cased Rathbone tape measure; also, two leather 

covered flasks and two stitched leather cylindrical 

containers (10)  

£100-150 
  

122 
 

A Second World War US Navy Mark 1-Deck 

Clock by Seth Thomas, the 14cm circular black 
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dial with cream luminous arabic numerals 

enclosing a subsidiary seconds dial, luminous 

hands and inscribed MARK 1-DECK CLOCK, 

U.S.NAVY, N 5382 and dated 1940, in a chromed 

brass case with bevelled convex glass face, 

21cm diameter, with a later teak stand.  

£100-200 
  

123 
 

A Second World War Munitions Factory Worker's 

Brodie Helmet, in fibre with reinforced top plate, 

the skull marked ARP, the Vero II liner dated 

1942, with elasticated chin strap; a Second World 

War Fencing Musket, for bayonet practise, the 

steel "barrel" lacking its spring mechanism, the 

walnut half stock stamped 1941 No.3 (2)  

£80-120 
  

124 
 

A Pair of Second World War RAF Anti-glare 

Spectacles by Levers, the nickel plated wire 

frames with circular tinted glass lenses, wrap 

around side-arms and leather side-shields, in 

original Air Ministry tin case numbered 294/II/ 

P.613; a Pair of Black Enamelled Brass 

Binoculars, with leather grips, anti-glare hoods 

and leather case (2)  

£70-100 
  

125 
 

An Ashmore Worcester Porcelain Figure, of a 

Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm Pilot 1939-45, limited 

edition 157/250, on a wood plinth, 31cm overall, 

boxed  

£60-80 
  

126 
 

A Quantity of Ephemera From 1917 to 1920, 

relating to S/290600 Staff Sgt. Ernest Joseph 

Frederick Lawrence R.A.S.C. who served with 

the British Force in Italy, including Certificates of 

Employment During the War, official copies of 

routine orders, Certificate of Discharge, passes, 

menus, souvenirs, photographs and his medal 

ribbon bars; 2 Lieutenant William Kingsley Baillie, 

The Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers: - his commission 

dated 15.5.1918, a photocopy of his Medal Index 

Card, letters and a small album of family 

photographs; Captain Reginald John Wimberley, 

Royal Engineers, papers including an invitation to 

the Admiralty 23.5.1903, his commission as 2nd 

Lieutenant 1.12.1914, Riding Certificate dated 

20.1.1915, Mention in Despatch citation for 

15.4.1918, War Office letter dated 15.11.1919 

stating he will retain the rank of Captain, and 

commission as Captain with the Territorial Land 

Forces of New Zealand dated 17.5.1943 (qty)  

£80-120 
  

127 
 

Squadron Leader J.W. Turton Jones R.A.F.: - a 

hand written journal "Fighter Command 1940" 

which describes events from 11th January to 5th 

October, five other hand written journals dating 

from 1936 to 1949, a folio of personal letters and 

journals relating to his attempts at writing works 

of fiction, a small quantity of photocopied 

announcements from The Times newspaper 

relating to his RAF career; two Photocopied Log 

Books: - Pilot Officer J.D.N. Gray from February 

1959 to May 1962, which includes the Beverly 

Crash Report and pictures 17th May 1962, 

Thorny Island; and Wing Commander J.N. Stacey 

October 1940 to July 1969 (qty)  

£80-120 
  

128 
 

R.A.F.: -Three Second World War Photograph 

Albums, relating to LAC W.G. Bryden and 

showing his service in Yuadi Halfa, Egypt, 

Alexandria and Jerusalem, mainly personal and 

many showing W.A.A.F personnel; a Facsimile of 

Wing Commander G.P.Gibson's Log Book No.2, 

1940-1944; R.A.F. Research Material, comprising 

a list of pilots who served with No.56 Squadron 

who brought down five and over machines, 

including machines brought down while serving 

with other squadrons, five photocopied log books 

(some with service history) for: - 637426 Sgt. P.J. 

Apps (Air Gunner) 1939-42; 357723 Flight 

Sergeant William Miles; P/O A.A. Wilson 1952-

1967; 181430 F/O R.J. Leonard 1942-52; 113490 
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Squadron Leader Ian George Fadden DFC BEM  

£100-150 
  

129 
 

Photocopies of RAF Operations, for: - 7 

Squadron July 1944-Nov.1944; 10 Squadron 30 

March 1942, ops to sink the Terpitz, Aas Fjord; 

61 Squadron Jan.1945-May 1945 (x2); 89 

Squadron Middle East Oct.1941-Feb.1943; 101 

Squadron Sept.1941-July 1942; 101 Squadron 

August 1944; 113 Squadron Sept.1940-Oct.1940; 

170 Squadron 1 April 1945-30 April 1945; 252 

Middle East Squadron Dec.1941-July 1942; 252 

Squadron Jan.1942-July 1942; 622 Squadron 

March 1944-July 1944 (x2); also, photocopies of 

photographs of 71 Eagle Squadron, and National 

Archives Prisoners of War List, section 8 to RAF, 

RAAF, RCAF, RNZAF and SAAF with a folder of 

photographs etc  

£80-120 
  

130 
 

An RAF Pilot's Flying Log Book, to F/C, P/O,F/O 

W.S. Halandley, with entries from 1924-1928, 

also with stuck in photographs and postcards; an 

RAF Log Book, to 4247529 S.A.C. Laidler R., 

who qualified as a Parachutist, entries date from 

June 1960 to May 1962, together with a 

photograph, photocopied newspaper cuttings and 

Record of Service; a Photocopied RFC Pilot's 

Flying Log Book, to 2nd Lieutenant Henry 

Charles Farnes, with entries from 14 Sept 1916 

to 3 July 1917 when he was reported missing, 

believed killed, together with Record of Service; a 

Second World War 250 Wing Scrapbook, 

containing numerous poems and quotations, ink 

drawings, watercolours etc. (4)  

£100-150 
  

131 
 

A Royal Navy Certificate of Service, to 

MX544171 Frederick Herbert Packer, from May 

1943 to January 1947, together with a quantity of 

related ephemera, photographs and his passport 

dated 1951,which describes him as a 

Painter/Designer; a Boxed Photograph Album to 

4147 AB.SIGS. Arthur Fenton R.N.V.R., 

containing photographs of him and life on board 

ship, his recruiting card, Depot card, telegrams 

etc; two Photograph Albums, one official to the 

Launch of HMS Ark Royal 3rd May 1950, the 

other personal with invitation to witness the 

Launch of HMS Bulwark 22n June 1948; a Royal 

Navy Cap Tally, to H.M. Submarines; a Hand 

Written P.& O. Steam Navigation Letter, dated 

1902, with wax seal and a printed copy of the 

Ship's List  

£100-150 
  

132 
 

A Quantity of Military Ephemera, including the 

Victoria Cross Grand Jubilee Album of 

chromolithographs with tissue guards, Boer War 

photographs and Silver Leaves souvenir, a Log 

Book of Parachute Descents with British Airborne 

Forces to W/O G Ireland, a folder of Queen Mary 

Spruce Goose photographs and news sheets, 

record of an Incident at Zonnebeke Redoubt 

August 16, 1917, recommendation for Mention in 

Despatches to the Bushire Force 1918-1919, 

booklets, maps etc.  

£80-120 
  

133 
 

A Photograph Album to 2nd Lieutenant Hugh 

Manus O'Donnell Royal Engineers, containing a 

large quantity of photographs relating to his army 

career, including many of his time at Aldenham 

School O.T.C. 1919, the RMA Woolwich (The 

Shop), followed by service at the North West 

Frontier, India from 1920-25, building bridges, 

blasting tunnels and roads to the high country of 

Kurdistan, with scenes showing the long march of 

the native Sappers and Miners regiments to 

reach and build a great permanent camp for 

British Forces, and home again, with some family 

photographs, also some loose photographs, 

together with his Trigonometrical Angle 

Book,1922 and some research material.  

£150-200 
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134 
 

A Royal Canadian Air Force Log Book, to 12505 

Radio Officer H E Morse, with entries from 

12.1.1950 13.4.1972; a Civil Pilot's Flying Log 

Book, to D.Blair, formerly with the R.A.F.V.R., 

together with his Air Almanac, Pilot's Notes for 

Tiger Moth T Mk.2, Air Ministry pamphlets and 

booklets; a Colour Print - Beam Bombers by Gib 

Cohen, signed in the margin with dedication to 

Flight Lieutenant Ron Powell, unframed  

£80-120 
  

135 
 

A Collection of Eight Sweetheart Brooches, 

comprising two brass RAF, two silver and enamel 

RAF, a silver, enamel and marcasite RAF, a 

white metal and marcasite RAF, two silver 

Australian Commonwealth Military Forces; also, a 

Red Cross shoulder title, badge to the County of 

Kent and Red Cross War Service medal, 1897 

Jubilee medallion, 1937 Coronation badge, WVS 

badge and seven various Butlin's badges  

£100-150 
  

136 
 

A Small Quantity of Militaria, comprising twenty 

seven officer's and five other ranks buttons to the 

East Yorkshire (Duke of York's Own) Regiment 

from 1883-1957, loosely mounted on four display 

cards, sixty four various other buttons loosely 

mounted on a display card, a silk escape map of 

France and Germany, and a boxed limited edition 

replica of "Sharpe's" Baker rifle and bayonet with 

Royal Armouries certificate no.551/2500  

£100-150 
  

137 
 

A 19th Century Hand Written Account "The 

Observations on the Campaign of the Year 1815 

(Waterloo)", in a maroon cloth bound notebook 

with leather spine, the inner cover inscribed 

James Mure, 20 Gloucester Place, Portman 

Square, the contents are very detailed, with 

numerous diagrams, notes and statistics, the first 

86 pages are numbered, followed by 24 un-

numbered pages, the final paragraph reads " 

Surely no General ever deserved the credit of 

Victory less than the Duke of Wellington whom 

fortune, or we ought rather to say Providence, 

gave the Victory notwithstanding all his enormous 

faults"; a Small Quantity of Military Ephemera, 

mainly from the First/Second World Wars, 

including postcards and official Royal Navy 

Christmas cards, Field Report Books, Public 

Information leaflets etc, and two small bronze 

plaques dated 1916, each with profile bas relief 

bust portrait of a British high ranking officer - 

possibly Haig  

£180-250 
  

138 
 

A Soldier's Needlework Picture to the Cameron 

Highlanders, worked in coloured threads on a 

black satin ground with Allied Forces in China 

1908-1909, regimental badge, allied flags and a 

Chinese dragon over British Legation Guard, 

Peking, 39cm by 36cm, unframed; five Boer War 

Related Prints, comprising an overpainted 

photograph of a soldier, three coloured 

lithographs "Lord Roberts Entering Pretoria", 

"Colenso" after Newmann, Bacon's South African 

Battle Pictures No.8 - "The Last Barrier (Battle of 

Pierters HIlland Relief of Ladysmith)" and a 

colour print "The Defence of Rorke's Drift" (6)  

£80-120 
  

139 
 

A Quantity of Militaria, including a First World War 

Pair of British War Medal and Victory Medal to 

220779 DVR.J.H.RUDGE, R.A., three Second 

World War medals, a Princess Mary 1914 

Christmas tin, a quantity of cap and glengarry 

badges, ARP badges etc., a mantel timepiece in 

a maple frame carved as a twin blade propeller, a 

pine model of a twin blade propeller, a brass and 

copper bugle, a binder file of Pilot's Notes 

Andover C Mk.1, a quantity of post 1953 Royal 

Navy rank shoulder boards, cuff insignia, buttons 

and cap band, two instructional navigation charts, 

a kit bag etc. (qty)  

£100-150 
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140 
 

A 19th Century Bronzed Copper "Duke of 

Wellington" Small Box and Cover, of seal form, 

containing a concertina of circular paper discs 

inscribed in ink with the British Victories from 

1808 to 1815 in Portugal, Spain and France, 5cm 

diameter; a Second World War Mk.III Pocket 

Compass by T.G.Co.Ltd., in black enamelled 

brass case, with mother of pearl dial , the base 

marked with maker's name, No.B 230145, broad 

arrow, 1943/MK III and with rubber friction pad (2)  

£100-150 
  

141 
 

After John Tweedy,  

A Bronze Figure of an Officer to the 95th Rifle 

Brigade, standing holding a sword, on a shallow 

square plinth, the fascia impressed 1800, bears 

signature and date 1925, the whole surmounted 

on a square verde antico marble pedestal set with 

a brass plaque engraved "MISDIRECTION" THE 

RIFLE BRIGADE LIGHT WEIGHT RACE 

MARCH 15TH 1933, height of figure 28.5cm, 

overall height 36cm 

This figure is modelled on part of the Rifle 

Brigade War Memorial in Grosvenor Gardens, 

Westminster, London  

£300-500 
  

142 
 

A Jaeger Watch Co. Inc. U.S.A. 8 Day Cockpit 

Timepiece, in blackened metal case, the black 

dial with luminous Arabic and line numerals, 

hands and centre sweep seconds hand, marked 

8 DAYS JAEGER, 7cm by 6cm; a Second World 

War Military Top Wind Pocket Watch, the circular 

black dial with luminous arabic numerals, 

enclosing a subsidiary seconds dial and maker's 

name, with luminous hands, in a nickel plated 

case, the back engraved with broad arrow over 

G.S.T.P M52811 XX; a Second World War Brass 

Cigarette Case, the cover set with formation 

patch and engraved NORTHERN DIVISION 

ANDENKEN AN DAS RHEINLAND (3)  

£100-200 
  

143 
 

HMS Foudroyant Interest: a 24 lb Cannon Ball, 

later painted black, set on an oak circular plinth, 

the edge carved CANNON SHOT 24 H.M.S. 

FOUDROYANT 1800 MALTA NAPLES, 

circumference 49cm; a Spittoon, made from 

copper salvage, of semi fluted globular form with 

undulating flange rim set with a bust seal of 

Horatio Viscount Nelson, 20cm; an Oak Walking 

Cane, made from salvaged wood, the copper 

pommel embossed with the Nelson seal and 

portrait of the ship; also, an unrelated cluster of 

grape shot wrapped in canvas (4)  

£150-200 
  

144 
 

An Oak Plank from HMS Victory, possibly a 

section of decking, one side painted white with 

black painted rounded long edges, set with a 

brass plaque engraved ORIGINAL OAK 

H.M.S.VICTORY 1765, the long edges with later 

side bars and blocks, length 63cm, width of plank 

36cm, overall width 46cm, depth10cm  

£100-200 
  

145 
 

A Victorian Black Painted Iron Model of a Table 

Signal Cannon, with 42cm triple ringed barrel, 

looped cascabel, short cylindrical trunnions, on a 

later oak carriage, 45cm overall, 27cm internal 

length of barrel, 2cm bore diameter.  

£150-200 
  

146 
 

A Trafalgar Gun Club Model Cannon, the 37cm 

black painted cast iron barrel with looped 

cascabel, cast with royal cypher, with cylindrical 

trunnions, on a blonde oak carriage set with 

maker's brass plaque, 39cm overall; a Smaller 

Model Cannon, with 24cm black painted white 

metal barrel and beech carriage, 27cm overall (2)  

£150-180 
  

147 
 

A Brass Model of a Garrison Gun, the 19cm 

double ringed barrel with internal length of 7cm, 

the spool shaped cascabel set with a loop, on an 

oak carriage, the whole set on an oak box base, 

the lift-off lid enclosing a crimson plush lined 
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interior fitted with accessories, the box fascia set 

with a brass plaque engraved Garrison Gun Circa 

1850, No.32, overall length 28cm, overall height 

16cm  

£100-150 
  

148 
 

A Quantity of Militaria, including three canteens, 

billy cans, a machine gun cartridge belt, one 

canvas and three webbing satchels, three pairs 

of leather gaitors, quantity of webbing and leather 

spats, webbing belts, stable belts and a webbing 

pistol holster and belt (2 boxes)  

£80-120 
  

149 
 

Militaria, including four British leather Sam 

Browne waist belts, with brass buckles and 

hooks, together with three odd crossbelts, two 

brown leather sword frogs, two black leather 

sword frogs, a Scottish piper's crossbelt and 

various other leather belts.  

£80-120 
  

150 
 

Militaria, mainly British including cloth insignia, 

rank badges, brevets, shoulder titles, shoulder 

rank boards, armbands, buttons, badges etc  

£100-150 
  

151 
 

A Victorian Silver Shoulder Belt Pouch, of oblong 

form applied with crowned VR cypher in brass 

within a foliate engraved border, with leather 

pouch, London hallmarks rubbed  

£100-150 
  

152 
 

A Collection of Second World War Items from the 

Control Tower, RAF Waddington, Lincolnshire, 

comprising a table microphone, a black bakelite 

Autophone telephone, a domed scramble 

telephone, a blue painted tin ground crew night 

lamp, a battery case and an Underwood 

Standard Typewriter No.5 (6)  

£200-300 
  

153 
 

Battle of Britain 602 (City of Glasgow) Squadron 

Interest:- A small collection of items from the 

personal military effects of the Squadron Leader, 

Wing Commander Douglas Farquhar and Flight 

Lieutenant A.D. McNab, including pre-war 

photographic reconnaissance reports, Hawkinge 

Group Air Exercise and Raid Orders for July 

1932, Raid Tables, Bombers Book 4 - 

A.D.G.B.Individual Training Scheme Standard 

Notes for Bomber Squadrons 1933/34, a 

handbook Royal Air Force Principles of Flying 

Instruction with annotations by F/Lt.A D McNab 

dated 5.3.40, who was chief flying instructor for 

602 Squadron Battle of Britain City of Glasgow 

and 603 Squadron Battle of Britain City of 

Edinburgh, his enamelled car badge, a Battle of 

Britain plaque made from the alloy of two Spitfires 

from his squadron which crashed, four pilots 

brevets, two pairs of shoulder straps, buttons etc, 

also his French flying goggles in "Pacific" box, his 

P11 upgrade brass compass for experienced 

pilots which came from his Spitfire, and a small 

quantity of related books, contained in two small 

suitcases.  

£150-250 
  

154 
 

A Collection of Spitfire/Hurricane Cockpit 

Instruments, comprising an artificial horizon - 

boxed, an oxygen regulator in original box - 

unused, a 12 volt Contactor Master Type 1, an 

altimeter, a Mk.XIV A altimeter, a Homing 

Indicator, an oxygen cylinder pressure gauge, a 

Smith's Desynn indicator and a Type P.8.M. 

replacement compass for a Spitfire in original box 

(9)  

£300-400 
  

155 
 

Three Books:- Handbook for the Installation, 

Running and Maintenance of Rolls-Royce 

"Merlin" Aero Engines, Series II, May 1938, with 

tipped in leaflet to Mr G H Fentiman, 2.3.39, with 

numerous drawings and diagrams in text, fold-out 

diagrams, some coloured; a Royal Air force 

Signal Manual Part II (Radio-communication) Air 

Publication 1093, May 1937; a bound copy of Air 

Training Corps Gazette for 1943 (3)  

£80-120 
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156 
 

An Air Ministry Code Signalling Lamp for a 

Lancaster Bomber, circa early 1940's stamped 

5A/2334; an Air Ministry Recorder Drift Mk.II 

(Bomb Sighting Apparatus) for a Lancaster 

Bomber, set with brass plaque Ref.No.6B/258 (2)  

£80-120 
  

157 
 

A Quantity of British Second World War Militaria, 

comprising a Western Electric Co. Ltd. Crystal 

Receiving Set with earphones, a wood magazine 

marked .303 BALL Mk7.BDR., a gas mask in 

webbing bag, two Brodie helmets later painted 

ARP and W, lacking liners, two Zuckermann 

helmets, a webbing rucksack lacking straps, a 

framed RAF Squadron LVII blazer badge and a 

small oil can; also, four boxed Bradford Exchange 

"Heroes of the Sky" series collector's plates (2 

boxes)  

£100-150 
  

158 
 

An Ebonised Swagger Stick to the Royal Air 

Force, the globular nickel plated pommel 

embossed with RAF badge, with brass ferrule; a 

Cane Swagger Stick to the Royal Marines, the 

nickel plated cylindrical pommel embossed with 

regimental badge, the haft stamped D.PROVAN, 

with brass ferrule; a Lady's Partridge Wood 

Walking Cane, with silver baluster pommel, 

hallmarks for London 1916, 75cm (3)  

£80-120 
  

159 
 

A Second World War Silver Hip Flask to the 20th 

Hussars, of typical form, the upper part of the 

body engraved L.H.S.C. over crowned regimental 

crest, with pull-off cup and bayonet fastening 

hinged cap, hallmarks for Birmingham 1917, by A 

& J Zimmerman Ltd., 176gms, 12cm by 8cm.  

£70-80 
  

160 
 

R.A.F. Biggin Hill - A Sergeant's Mess Dinner 

Menu to Celebrate the Destruction of the One 

Thousanth Enemy Aircraft From the Sector, 

inscribed W/Cdr. A. Deere. D.S.O. D.F.C. and 

dated 11th June 1943, the reverse with a signed 

ink cartoon sketch by Pierre Closterman and 

twenty nine other hand written signatures of pilots 

including Battle of Britain Aces Sailor Malan - 

Station Commander, Irving S Smith, Ralph "Tich" 

Havercroft 92 Sqn., T Higginson and Rene 

Mouchette - French Ace, with a printed 

transcription and research material; an Honours 

Banquet Menu for "........so few", held in the 

Battle of Britain Hall at the RAF Museum, 

Hendon, dated 3rd December 1990, with twenty 

three hand written signatures; three RAF 

Commemorative Folios: - Royal Air Force 

Bomber Command, 1939-45, signed by Bill 

Townsend; 40th Anniversary of the Battle of 

Britain 1940-1980, signed by Douglas Bader; and 

Royal Air Force Fighter Command 1939-1945, 

signed by Alan Deere  

£200-250 
  

161 
 

Militaria, comprising a Second World War 

German U-Boat enamelled swordfish badge, a 

Tank Commander badge, a U-boat aluminium 

mess bowl, two glasses, a Princess Mary 1914 

Christmas tin, a Cachou tin, various badges and 

buttons  

£80-120 
  

162 
 

A Pewter Type Bust of Amy Johnson, wearing a 

flying helmet and goggles. (Dimensions: 26cm)  

£100-150 
  

163 
 

A Collection of Bruce Bairnsfather Related Items, 

including a pair of oak framed colour prints "I'm 

Sure They'll 'Ear This Damn Thing Squeaking" 

and "Where Did That One Go To?", another 

framed example "Happy Memories of the Zoo", 

various Bystander Magazines and other 

ephemera  

£80-150 
  

164 
 

A Victorian Black Silk Bicorn Hat to an Officer 

Royal Engineers, with white swan feathers 

plume, central band of gold lace set with a gilt 

button, one side with gold bullions, in a black 
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japanned tin with brass plaque engraved 

R.R.Pulford Esq., Royal Engineers; an Early 20th 

Century Pill Box Hat, in blue wool with yellow 

cloth covered button and leather chin strap; a 

Modern Royal Navy Ratings Cap, with H.M.S. 

cap tally, together with two further cap tallies, 

rank shoulder board, cloth insignia and various 

related photographs  

£100-150 
  

165 
 

An Early 17th Century Composite Close Helmet, 

possibly Flemish, the two piece skull with folded 

and raised medial ridge, engraved with bands of 

foliate strapwork on a stippled field, the original 

hinged bevor with conforming decoration and 

hook closure, the later visor with matched 

engraving, with hinged twin lame gorget 

Could make up to £1500 on a good day.  

£1,200-1,500 
  

166 
 

Two First World War German M16 Helmets, each 

with remains of padded liner, one dated 1917, 

lack chin straps  

£150-200 
  

167 
 

A First World War Prussian Artillery Enlisted 

Kugelhelm, in black leather with brass static ball 

finial, the neck with five ventilation holes, with 

circular base plate, the back spine with sliding 

ventilation vent, stamped brass helmet plate, the 

peak with brass peak mount, lacks kockarden 

and chin strap, with black leather liner, the inner 

skull with indistinct maker's mark and date 1915  

£400-600 
  

168 
 

A Victorian 1878 Home Service Pattern Officer's 

Helmet to the Royal Field Artillery, with dark blue 

wool covering over cork, brass ball finial with 

cruciform base, stamped brass helmet plate, one 

hooked ear rosette, with front and back peak 

mounts, the crimson leather sweatband attached 

with part of the silk liner, maker's label for J. 

Haslett, Woolwich, lacks chin scales, traces of 

gilding to the brass mounts. 

This helmet belonged to Neil Douglas Findlay 

(1859-1914) who was the first British General to 

be killed in the First World War  

£100-200 
  

169 
 

A George V/VI Royal Horse Artillery Officer's 

Busby, in black sable with crimson bag, gilt metal 

busby badge with King's crown and white 

horsehair short plume, with black patent leather 

chin strap, leather and cloth liner with maker's 

label for Army & Navy, in cardboard box, with two 

cap lines, one in gold metal thread, the other in 

gold and crimson metal thread  

£300-400 
  

170 
 

A Late Victorian Royal Artillery Officer's Cocked 

Hat by Hawkes & Co., London, in black silk, the 

right side with a loop of gold lace and gold half-

ball netted button backed by a black silk cockade 

and flanked by bands of black oak leaf patterned 

brocade, with gold bullions to each tip, cream 

leather sweatband and red silk lining stamped 

with maker's name in gold, in a black japanned 

tin with brass label engraved Lieut.Colonel N.D. 

Findlay, Royal Artillery, together with a plume of 

white and red drooping swan feathers, lacks 

square fixing post, in a black japanned tin, also 

with some printed research material relating to 

Neil Douglas Findlay, later Brigadier General 

Neil Douglas Findlay (1859-1914) served with the 

British Army in action on the Hazara Expedition of 

1888 and in the Second Boer War. At the 

outbreak of the First World War he was promoted 

to Brigadier General and appointed Commander 

of the Royal Artillery 1st Infantry Division. He was 

killed during the First Battle of the Aisne when he 

was hit by shrapnel from a German shell. He was 

the first British General to be killed in the war and 

was known as one of the Army's best artillery 

officers. He was buried in the churchyard in 

Courchamps, but later exhumed and moved to 

Vailly British Cemetery in 1938.  

£100-200 
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171 
 

A Victorian Officer's Busby to the Royal Horse 

Artillery by Hawkes & Co., London, in black sable 

with crimson wool bag, gold cord triple cap line, 

black patent leather chin strap, leather and 

crimson silk lining with maker's gold stamped 

label, in black japanned tin with brass label 

engraved A.P.Heneage Esq., R.H.A., together 

with a white egret feather plume in black 

japanned tubular tin  

£200-300 
  

172 
 

Two Second World War Brodie Helmets, each 

painted black with liner and webbing chin strap, 

dated 1941 to the underside of the brim; four 

Second World War Zuckerman Helmets, two with 

original green/grey paint, two later painted black, 

all with liners, but no chin straps (6)  

£100-150 
  

173 
 

Two Second World War Brodie Helmets, one with 

original green/grey paint, with liner and later 

chinstrap, dated 1941, the other painted black to 

the ARP, with liner dated 1939, with elasticated 

webbing chin strap; two British GS Mk.6 Combat 

Helmets, one with camouflage cover (4)  

£80-120 
  

174 
 

Two Second World War British "Turtle" Combat 

Helmets, one with olive green paint, the other 

with sand textured green paint, both with liners, 

but lacking chin straps; two British "Turtle" 

Combat Helmets, one with netting camouflage 

cover, the other with green paint, both with 

padded and stretch knit liners and chin straps (4)  

£80-120 
  

175 
 

A British Post-Second World War Paratrooper's 

Helmet, with original green paint, cushioned 

leather liner and leather trimmed webbing chin 

strap; a British Post Second World War Despatch 

Rider's Helmet, with original green paint, later 

liner and chin strap (2)  

£100-200 
  

176 
 

A US Second World War M1 Combat Helmet, 

with textured drab green paint to the exterior and 

smooth paint to the interior, swivel bail loops for 

the original webbing chin strap, the fold-over rim 

with seam to the rear, lacks liner; a "Turtle" 

Helmet, with blue/grey paint and later liner (2)  

£80-120 
  

177 
 

An Early 20th Century Austrian Fire Helmet, in 

aluminium with hexagonal raised and applied 

ridge to the crown, set with the arms of 

Niederösterreich, with leather liner and chin strap; 

a German Luftschutz Helmet, lacking decals, with 

part of the leather liner and chin strap (2)  

£100-150 
  

178 
 

A First World War Officer's No.2 Service Cap to 

the Westmorland & Cumberland Yeomanry, by I 

Jones & Co., London, with cap badge, leather 

chin strap with bronze buttons engraved with QV 

crown over WCY, with leather and velvet 

sweatband; an Early 20th Century Pith Helmet 

(Solar Topee), covered in whitened cream cloth, 

with six panelled skull, six fold puggaree, leather 

chinstrap, with leather sweatband, size 7, labelled 

"The Conform", by A J White Ltd., Jermyn St., 

St.James's, London (2)  

£100-150 
  

179 
 

A Pair of First World War British Officer's Brown 

Leather Boots, each with laced lower section, the 

calf with three buckled straps, leather soles and 

beech trees stamped 9/LT10, length from heel to 

tip of toe 30cm  

£120-150 
  

180 
 

An Interwar and Second World War Period 

Extensive Uniform to Lieutenant Colonel Sir 

Arthur Pelham Heneage Royal Horse Artillery, 

comprising frock coat, the gilt rope twist shoulder 

cords with rank pips for a Captain, dress jacket to 

the rank of Lieutenant, dress tunic to the rank of 

Colonel, mess jacket to the rank of Lieutenant 

Colonel, a waistcoat, a pair of overalls and pair of 
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breeches with crimson side stripes, a number 1 

dress cap, a gold lace cross belt and pouch with 

bullion thread embroidery in a morocco case, a 

gold lace cross belt, two gold lace waist belts, a 

red and gold waist belt and tassels, various 

sword slings and belts, two sword knots; also, his 

number 1 dress uniform to a Major, the 

Derbyshire Yeomanry, comprising tunic and 

trousers, and his number 1 and number 2 dress 

uniforms as Deputy Lieutenant, each comprising 

tunic, trousers and peaked cap, all contained in a 

japanned tin trunk 

 Lt.-Col. Sir Arthur Pelham Heneage was born on 

11 July 1881. He was the son of Captain 

Frederick William Heneage and Ann Lawrence 

Mary Gordon. He married Anne Findley, daughter 

of Brig.-Gen. Neil Douglas Findley, on 10 October 

1912. He died on 22 November 1971 at age 90 at 

Walesby Hall, Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, 

England.  

He lived at Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, England. 

He was awarded the Distinguished Service Order 

(D.S.O.) He held the office of Deputy Lieutenant 

(D.L.) He held the office of Justice of the Peace 

(J.P.) He held the office of Member of Parliament 

(M.P.) for Louth, Lincolnshire between 1924 and 

1945. He was appointed Knight in 1945  

£600-800 
  

181 
 

A Victorian Sabretache and Shoulder Belt Pouch 

to the Royal Horse Artillery, each with raised gold 

bullion thread embroidery with crimson velvet 

legends on a dark blue wool field with gold lace 

borders and with dark blue morocco protective 

pouches, the sabretache with three gold lace 

trimmed morocco suspender straps with gilded 

metal lion head buckles, the shoulder belt pouch 

with gold lace and morocco shoulder belt with 

gilded metal oak leaf cast buckle and slide and 

flaming grenade cast terminal (2) 

These items belonged to Neil Douglas Findlay 

(1859-1914) who was the first British General to 

be killed in the First World War  

£400-600 
  

182 
 

An Elizabeth II Part Uniform to 2nd Lieutenant 

C.D. Heneage 9/12 Lancers, circa 1970's, 

comprising No.1 blue service tunic with crimson 

stand-up collar, chain epaulettes, brass shoulder 

titles and General Service Medal breast ribbon, 

mess dress jacket, waistcoat and overalls with 

yellow side stripes; also, three pairs of black 

leather mess wellingtons, a pair of black leather 

riding boots, a pair of nickel box spurs and a pair 

of boot pulls (qty)  

£100-150 
  

183 
 

A Quantity of Militaria, including a First World 

War officer's Brodie helmet, a Royal Artillery 

officer's no.1 service cap named to J.C.Balharrie, 

a torin cap, a beret, a Homberg hat, two mosquito 

nets, a canvas camp bed and bag, a tin of 

officer's rank pips, a pair of cavalry twill breeches, 

various buntings etc; also, a hunting pink with 

brass buttons to the South Wold Hunt and part of 

an iron handcuff  

£150-200 
  

184 
 

A Second World War Part Uniform and 

Equipment, to Major Harry Heptinstall, REME, 

comprising a greatcoat, a battledress blouse and 

trousers, a pair of leather spats, a pair of webbing 

spats, a rubberised cape/groundsheet, two kit 

bags, a quantity of webbing belts, a stable belt, 

webbing bag, four shell dressings, a field cap, a 

beret, a Gunner's quadrant in leather case, a 

leather ammunition belt, a pair of spectacles, rank 

badges, embroidered shoulder titles and 5th 

Indian Division patches etc, together with a 

printed record of service, in a leather cabin case 

and a modern suitcase. 

Harry Heptinstall enlisted at Leeds on 24.5.43 

with the Royal Electrical Mechanical Engineers. 

He served at home until he was posted to India, 
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where he landed on 15.11.44  

£100-150 
  

185 
 

An Early 20th Century Officer's Scarlet Doublet to 

the Royal Scots Fusiliers, with black stand-up 

collar and cuffs, gilt metal buttons, silver bullion 

thread collar badges and gilt shoulder cords with 

rank pips to a Lieutenant; an Early 20th Century 

Dress Tunic to the 9th Queen's Royal Lancers, in 

blue wool with scarlet plastron and yellow 

shoulder cords, with brass buttons and cream 

coarse wool lining; an Early 20th Century Scarlet 

Tunic, with green stand-up collar, shoulder straps 

and cuffs, gilt brass buttons and cream coarse 

wool lining (3)  

£80-120 
  

186 
 

A US Navy Shirt and Peaked Cap, the shirt in 

polyester beige Navy Twill, with staybrite collar 

badges and breast wings, the cap with white top, 

woven black hat band with bimetal badge and 

gold bullion embroidered peak and lace chinstrap 

(2)  

£50-80 
  

187 
 

An Elizabeth II Scarlet Tunic, to a Bandsman the 

Grenadier Guards, with white and blue fringed 

stand-up collar and wings, white and blue woven 

braid frogging and staybrite buttons; a Masonic 

Sword, the steel sword etched with masonic 

symbols by Spencer & Co., with gilt brass 

cruciform hilt and brass mounted leather 

scabbard (2)  

£80-120 
  

188 
 

Two Second World War RAF Officer's Tunics, 

with belts, medal ribbons and brass buttons, one 

to a Squadron Leader, size 38" chest, the other 

to a Flying Officer, size 36" chest; an EII RAF 

Officer's Tunic, to a Squadron Leader, with belt, 

staybrite buttons, pilot's brevet and Second World 

War gallantry medal ribbons, size 38" chest; two 

EII RAF Officer's Tunics, to Flight Lieutenants, 

with belts and staybrite buttons, one with 

Navigator's brevet, size 38" chest, the other size 

36" chest; two EII RAF Man's Tunics, with 

staybrite buttons and Senior Aircraftsman 

Technicians qualification badges, size 38" chest 

(7)  

£100-200 
  

189 
 

A Second World War Man's Tunic, with belt, 

ribbon bar, brass buttons, Good Conduct stripe 

and rank badge to Leading Aircraftman, size 36" 

chest; two EII RAF Tunics, with staybrite buttons, 

one with a belt and brevet, to a Flight Lieutenant, 

size 34" chest, the other to a Sergeant, size 36" 

chest; three RAF Battledress Blouses, one to a 

Pilot Officer Volunteer reserve, size 38" chest, 

one to a Flying Officer and one to an Aircraftman, 

both size 40" chest (6)  

£100-200 
  

190 
 

A Second World War Royal Observer Corps 

Battledress Blouse, with embroidered breast 

eagle, medal ribbon bar and nickel buttons, size 

chest 38"; two RAF Battledress Blouses, one to a 

Wing Commander, with medal ribbon bar, size 

40" chest, the other to a Sergeant, with 

embroidered qualification badge to a Wireless 

Operator, size 38" chest; a Police Black Wool 

Greatcoat; with EII chromed buttons, size 42" 

chest; a WRNS Female Officer's Mess Dress 

Skirt, in black wool, size 27" waist (5)  

£90-120 
  

191 
 

An Early 20th Century No.1 Blue Tunic, with 

brass General Service buttons (one replaced), 

red facings and gold shoulder cords, size 38" 

chest; a Pre-1953 No.1 Blue Tunic to a 2nd 

Lieutenant Royal Engineers, with gilt brass 

buttons, rank pips and collar badges, size 40" 

chest; two Pre-1953 No.1 Blue Tunics and Belts, 

one: - to a 2nd Lieutenant Royal Artillery, with 

staybrite buttons, brass rank pips and 

embroidered collar badges, size 36" chest, with a 

pair of trousers with scarlet side stripes, size 34" 
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waist, the other: - to a Corporal Royal Corps of 

Signals, with staybrite buttons and bimetal collar 

badges, size 34" chest; a Post-1953 No.1 Blue 

Tunic, to an officer Royal Artillery, with staybrite 

buttons and embroidered collar badges, size 40" 

chest (6)  

£100-150 
  

192 
 

Three Post-1953 No.1 Blue Tunics:- one to a 

Brigadier the Queen's Own Yorkshire Yeomanry, 

with chain epaulettes, gilt metal rank pips, white 

metal collar badges and staybrite buttons, later 

medal ribbon bar, size 40" chest; one to an officer 

Army Apprentice School, with staybrite buttons, 

size 40" chest; one to an officer Royal Army 

Ordnance Corps, with staybrite buttons, size 40" 

chest; a Pre-1953 No.1 Blue Tunic, to an officer 

the Prince of Wales's Own (West Yorkshire) 

Regiment, with brass and staybrite buttons, GSM 

ribbon bar, size 38" chest; two Pairs of Blue 

Overalls, one with cream double side stripes, the 

other with scarlet single side stripes, both size 

36" waist (6)  

£120-180 
  

193 
 

A Victorian Scarlet Mess Dress Jacket to an 

Officer the 97th (The Earl of Ulster's) Regiment of 

Foot, with blue velvet shawl collar, now with post 

1901 bullion collar badges and brass buttons, 

size 33" chest; two Post-1953 Officer's Mess 

Dress Jackets, one to a Captain Royal Artillery, 

with staybrite rank pips and brass buttons, size 

40" chest, one to the Royal Army Ordnance 

Corps, with scarlet facings and bimetal collar 

badges, size 42" chest; a Scarlet Tunic, with 

green facings and staybrite buttons to the Army 

Apprentices School, size 36" chest; two 

Bandsman's Tunics, one in blue with maroon 

facings, maroon braided wings, qualification arm 

badge and brass General Service buttons, size 

34" chest, one a scarlet doublet to the Royal 

Scots Fusiliers, with cream braid to the wings and 

staybrite buttons, size 38" chest (6)  

£100-200 
  

194 
 

A Pre-1953 RAF Mess Dress Jacket to a Wing 

Commander, with gilt buttons and gold lace rank 

bands, size 38" chest; a Post-1953 RAF Mess 

Dress Jacket and Trousers, to a Pilot Officer, the 

jacket with gilt buttons and gold lace rank bands, 

size 42" chest, trousers size 32" waist; two Pre-

1953 RAF No.1 Home Dress Tunics, each to a 

Wing Commander, with brass buttons and 

attached waistbelts, sizes 38" chest (5)  

£90-120 
  

195 
 

A Post-1953 No.2 Service Dress Tunic to a 

Colonel Welsh Brigade, with staybrite buttons, 

rank pips (2 missing), scarlet gorget patches and 

Korean War medal ribbon bar, size 40" chest; two 

Second World War Officer's No.2 Service Dress 

Tunics, one to a Captain Royal Corps of Signals 

with 2nd Division arm badges, size 40" chest, the 

other to the Royal Army Ordnance Corps, with 

brass buttons, size 38" chest; two No.2.Service 

Dress Tunics, to a Corporal, with a belt, size 38" 

chest, the other to a Lance Corporal, Royal Army 

Ordnance Corps with Group B Tradesman 

embroidered sleeve badge and staybrite buttons, 

size 39" chest (5)  

£100-150 
  

196 
 

Three Pre-1953 Officer's No.2 Service Dress 

Tunics, one with belt, to a Captain Royal Army 

Medical Corps, with brass buttons and rank pips, 

bronze collar badges and Second World War 

ribbon bar, size 38" chest, one lacking buttons 

and badges, size 38" chest, one with mixed brass 

buttons, no badges, size 38" chest; a Post-1953 

No.2 Service Tunic, to a Staff Sergeant Royal 

Army Physical Training Corps, with staybrite 

buttons, size 36" chest; five British Army Man's 

No.6 Dress Tunics, various sizes (9)  

£100-200 
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197 
 

A Second World War Tropical Dress Tunic to a 

Colonel the Rifle Brigade, with black horn ball 

buttons, blackened rank pips (lack crowns), with 

later ribbon bar, size 40" chest; four Post-1953 

Man's No.2 Service Tunics, one with belt and 

earlier brass buttons, size 36" chest, one with belt 

and staybrite buttons to The Queen's Own 

Yorkshire Yeomanry, size 38" chest, one with belt 

and staybrite buttons to the Queen's Lancashire 

Regiment, size 37" chest, and one lacking 

buttons and badges, size 36" chest; three 

Second World War Officer's No.2 Service Caps, 

with leather chin straps and badges to the East 

Yorkshire Regiment, Second Life Guards and 

Army Service Corps; a Post-1953 Example, to an 

officer Royal Artillery (9)  

£150-200 
  

198 
 

A British Tank Crew Oversuit (Pixie Suit) by 

Andersons' Rubber Company Ltd., with label to 

right inner cuff dated 1954, size " (34-36" chest, 

30-32" waist and 30" leg seam), with detachable 

hood and working zip; a Rubberised 

Cape/Groundsheet, with button fastenings and 

eyeholes around the hem; a Gentleman's Full 

Length Rubberised Riding Coat, by Harry Hall. (3)  

£100-200 
  

199 
 

Three Second World War RAF Officer's Caps, 

each with mohair cap band raised bullion thread 

and gilt metal cap badge; a Post- War Example, 

with earlier badge; four RAF Aircrew Coveralls, 

one to a Flight Lieutenant with pilots brevet, one 

with navigator's brevet and arm badge to Flying 

Training School, two unbadged, various sizes (8)  

£150-200 
  

200 
 

Women's Land Army: - three pairs of corduroy 

breeches, two labelled size 3 (24"-26" waist) 

dated 1943 and 1946, one with worn label, size 

32" waist; a pair of khaki breeches labelled Size 2 

(26" to 28"); also, three other pairs of breeches 

and a pair of dungarees (8)  

£120-180 
  

201 
 

Four Post Second World War British Army 

Sergeant's RASC Battledress Blouses: - one with 

Northern Command arm badges, label dated 

1951 Size 7 (35"-36") chest, one labelled Size 5 

(36") chest and dated 1946, two labelled Size 7 

(35"-36") chest and dated 1954 (4)  

£120-180 
  

202 
 

Five British Merchant Navy Jackets, with gilt 

buttons and rank cuffs to Chief Officer size 44" 

chest, Chief Officer size 38" chest x 2, Second 

Officer size 38" chest, Fourth Engineer size 38" 

chest with later buttons; a Home Made Sailor 

Jacket, with handkerchief collar (6)  

£70-80 
  

203 
 

Two Pre-1953 Royal Navy Jackets, one to 

Commander size 42" chest, one with trade sleeve 

badge, size 38" chest; two Post-1953 Royal Navy 

Jackets, one to a Stores Accountant size 41" 

chest, one to Lieutenant size 38" chest; a Pre-

1953 Midshipman/Cadet Short Jacket, size 28" 

chest (5)  

£70-80 
  

204 
 

A Quantity of Post Second World War Part 

Uniforms, including eight Various US Army 

Jackets, with various rank and arm patches, a US 

Navy Mess jacket, a British Red Cross jacket, 

two West German jackets and a Parka (13)  

£80-120 
  

205 
 

A Swedish Blue Wool Greatcoat, with gilt buttons, 

gilt metal marksman's shoulder strap insignia and 

rever collar, size 44" chest; also, thirteen various 

British Army shirts, various sizes (14)  

£50-80 
  

206 
 

An Interesting Collection of Second World War 

Captured German Items, comprising a 

Kriegsmarine Blue/Grey Leather Jacket, with 

stand-up collar, five later front buttons, breast 

pocket and two other pockets with flaps, grey 
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wool lining with pinstripe sleeve linings 

elasticated at the inner cuffs, with label Max 

Moller of Kolne, 1st April 1943, size 50; a U-Boat 

Crew Made Conning Tower Pennant, in cream 

cotton appliqued on each side with a maroon 

cotton bird; an M.A.E.E. Related Photograph 

Album, to 1001135 Sergeant (Wilson?) 

R.A.F.V.R., who captured the wearer of the 

jacket, and who was working at the Marine 

Aircraft Experimental Establishment, the 

photographs relate to the Bouncing Bomb testing 

at Helensburgh; a Second World War Group of 

Four Medals, comprising 1939-45 Star, Atlantic 

Star, Defence and War Medals, with Air Council 

medal slip and an RAF cap badge. 

The above sergeant was stationed at the Marine 

Aircraft Experimental Establishment during the 

war where he worked on anti submarine 

measures predominantly with Sunderland Flying 

Boats. In 1945 he was sent to Loch Ryan near 

Stranraer when the U Boats were brought in on 

skeleton crews from Loch Eribol in Northern 

Scotland. During this time he secured the leather 

jacket and pennant direct from a crew member.  

Some of the photographs in the album show the 

pilot of a Vickers Wellington, Flight Lt. 

A.S.Carswell, his navigator Warrant Officer 

E.S.Sparks who, together with a member of the 

Mines Department at the Admiralty, Mr. Charles 

Bound, were all killed during an RAF experiment 

in the dropping of depth charges in Brodick Bay, 

Isle of Arran on 17th October 1945  

£700-900 
  

207 
 

A Second World War German "Arbeit Adelt" 

Standard Bearer's Gorget, in white metal with 

applied with brass National Labour Service 

badge, with flat link neck chain, wool lining and 

hook missing.  

£80-120 
  

208 
 

Three 19th Century Japanese Katanas, with 

47cm, 40cm and 37cm single edge steel blades, 

each with one piece brass habaki and sectional 

bone hilt and scabbard carved with figures and 

foliage (3)  

£150-200 
  

209 
 

A Shin Shinto Japanese Wakizashi, with 46.5cm 

blade, one piece white metal habaki, unsigned 

tang, the bronze tsuba cast with a single deer on 

a wave decorated ground, the black braid bound 

same hilt with shakudo catfish menuki, the fuchi 

and kashira decorated with bamboo, the black 

lacquer saya decorated with flowering tree 

peonies in colours and gilt, 67cm  

£150-200 
  

210 
 

Four Bayonets:- a British 1853 pattern socket 

bayonet with brass mounted leather scabbard; a 

British 1907 pattern bayonet by Wilkinson, with 

issue marks for October 1915, with steel mounted 

leather scabbard; a German 1908 pattern Mauser 

bayonet, the crossguard numbered 16195, with 

Brazilian steel mounted leather scabbard, the 

frog button stamped F I; a British No.4 Mk.II spike 

bayonet with steel scabbard (4)  

£150-200 
  

211 
 

Four Bayonets:- a French Mle 1866 Chassepot 

yataghan sword bayonet, the blade ricasso 

stamped A & A.S, the steel crossguard and 

scabbard each stamped L284; a French Mle 

1874 Gras sword bayonet, the T section steel 

blade engraved Mre. d'Armes de Tulle, 1879 to 

the back edge, lacks scabbard; a French Mle 

86/93/16 epee bayonet, the hilt stamped 

FK85657, with steel scabbard; a Soviet/Russian 

6X4 knife bayonet, with wire cutter blade and 

scabbard  

£100-150 
  

212 
 

An Edwardian Ebonised Sword Stick to the 7th 

Hussars, with 57cm stiletto blade, brass collar, 

the silver plated pommel embossed with the 

regimental badge, with brass ferrule, 90cm; an 

Early 20th Century Bamboo Sword Stick, the 
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66cm square tapering blade stamped MAC 5 R, 

the curved handle formed from the root ball, with 

rubber ferrule, 87cm (2)  

£100-150 
  

213 
 

A German 1898/05 Pattern Butcher Bayonet, 

second pattern, with cut-down blade, lacks 

scabbard; a Post-War Commando Knife, with 

machine forged steel blade, brass crossguard 

and blackened alloy ribbed grip, lacks scabbard; 

four Mid/Late 20th Century Indian Kukris, each 

with horn grip and leather scabbard with two 

sharpening knives (6)  

£120-180 
  

214 
 

A Hunting Knife, with 20cm broad single edge 

steel blade, nickel plated rapier type hilt with 

antler grip and leather scabbard; a Portable 

Saw/Knife, the 20cm detachable blade with 

walnut saw handle grip and leather scabbard; a 

Promedoca Machete, with two piece black hard 

rubber grip and leather scabbard; a German HJ 

Knife, with steel scabbard - af (4)  

£100-150 
  

215 
 

A British Pattern 1888 Mk.2 Bayonet, the blade 

stamped with crowned VR, inspector's marks, 

EFD and issue date 5 '00, lacks scabbard, with 

an associated leather frog; a Swedish M1896 

Mauser Bayonet, with blued finish, milled grip 

with conical locking stud, with steel scabbard and 

retaining clip; a French M86/93/16 Epee Bayonet, 

numbered A5317, with brass grip, cruciform 

blade and gold painted steel scabbard; another 

Example, in relic condition; a Folding Pocket 

Knife, the blade stamped Harrison Brothers & 

Howson, with tin opener and marlin spike; a 

Fleam, with three folding blades and horn grip 

scales (6)  

£150-200 
  

216 
 

Three French M1866 Chassepot Yataghan 

Sword Bayonets, each with T section steel blade, 

one engraved St Etienne 1872, one engraved 

Mre. d'Armes le Chatt., one with shortened blade 

later painted black, each with steel scabbard (3)  

£100-200 
  

217 
 

A 19th Century Bamboo Swordstick, with 43cm 

square section steel blade, nickel plated collar 

and horn pommel carved as a clenched fist, with 

brass ferrule, 81cm; a 19th Century Wood 

Dagger Stick, with 24cm double edge fullered 

steel blade, with foliate embossed silver plated 

collar and pommel, 86cm; also, two cut-down 

Continental swords and a Masonic sword and 

scabbard lacking its crossguard (5)  

£150-250 
  

218 
 

A Victorian 1845 Pattern Infantry Officer's Picquet 

Weight Sword, the 82cm single edge fullered 

steel blade lightly etched with crowned royal 

cypher and with Proved poincon, the brass gothic 

hilt with hinged guard, with wire bound fishskin 

grip and with a brown leather service scabbard, 

95cm; a Victorian 1827 Pattern Rifle Regiment 

Officer's Sword, with steel hilt and wire bound 

wood grip, lacks scabbard; a George V Royal 

Artillery Officer's Sword, the nickel plated three 

bar hilt with wire bound fishskin grip, lacks 

scabbard (3)  

£180-250 
  

219 
 

A George V 1897 Pattern Indian Army Officer's 

Sword, the 82cm fullered steel blade etched with 

the royal coat of arms and GRI cypher, with 

proved poincon and maker's name Henry 

Wilkinson, Pall Mall, London, stamped with a 

broad arrow over I/1916 at the ricasso, the back 

edge stamped 52986 and etched London Made, 

the nickel plated steel hilt pierced and engraved 

with crowned GRI cypher, the guard stamped 

R.P. 3.18, with wire bound fishskin grip and 

leather service scabbard, 99cm; a Victorian 1897 

Pattern Infantry Officers Sword, with deeply pitted 

steel blade and hilt, lacks scabbard. (2)  

£180-250 
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220 
 

A Nepalese Kukri, with steel bolster, blade 

knopped solid wood grip and steel elliptical 

pommel plate, with steel tipped leather scabbard; 

a Second World War Kukri, the blade stamped 

SA/251 H W 45, with rivetted two piece wood grip 

scales and leather scabbard; two Indian Kukris, 

each with horn grip and leather scabbard, one 

with a single sharpening tool, the other with two 

sharpening tools; a Kukri, with a later beech 

handle and leather scabbard (5)  

£120-180 
  

221 
 

A Second World War German Degan Sword, with 

82.5cm single edge fullered steel blade, gilt metal 

stirrup hilt chased with oak leaves and acorns, 

with wire bound black plastic grip, with black 

enamelled steel scabbard and sword knot, 98cm  

£80-120 
  

222 
 

A German Police Officer's Sword, the 81cm 

single edge fullered steel blade stamped with 

visored helmet over WKC, the plain gilt metal hilt 

with wire bound black plastic grip and plain 

langets, the black enamelled steel scabbard with 

leather belt strap and green and silver bullion 

thread sword knot, 95.5cm; a Copy of a German 

Army Officer's Sword, with black enamelled steel 

scabbard (2)  

£100-150 
  

223 
 

A Dutch 1898 Pattern Klewang, the 62cm clip 

point fullered steel blade marked at the ricasso 

HEMBRUG, the opposing side with crowned E, 

the steel half basket hilt with wood grip scales 

and brass rivets, the brass mounted brown 

leather scabbard stamped CW/N, 1 42/Z, 77cm  

£80-120 
  

224 
 

A 19th Century German Export Cavalry Officer's 

Sword, with 88cm plain single edge curved and 

fullered steel blade, brass three bar hilt, the 

leather grip lacking original wire binding, with red 

painted steel two ring scabbard, 109cm; a British 

1907 SMLE Bayonet, with Chapman blade, steel 

mounted leather scabbard; a US M-5 Knife 

Bayonet, with M8A1 scabbard and webbing frog 

(3)  

£100-150 
  

225 
 

A Victorian 1854 Pattern Infantry Officer's Sword 

by Henry Wilkinson, Pall Mall, London, the 

82.5cm single edge fullered steel blade etched 

with crowned VR cypher and foliage, with 

maker's name and initialled gilt Proved poincon, 

the back edge numbered 24970, the brass gothic 

hilt pierced and cast with crowned VR cypher, 

with wire bound fishskin grip and steel scabbard, 

100cm  

£150-200 
  

226 
 

A Victorian Rifle Regiment Sword, the 79cm 

single edge fullered steel blade etched with 

crowned VR cypher and strung bugle, with 

Proved poincon and maker's name H.Dickenson, 

Union Row, Minories, the steel gothic hilt pierced 

with strung bugle, wire bound fishskin grip and 

steel scabbard, 95cm  

£80-120 
  

227 
 

A British Pattern 1888 Mark 1 Second Type 

Bayonet, the blade stamped at the ricasso with 

War Department markings, bend mark, issue 

date for July 1898 and maker's name Wilkinson, 

London, the grip scales with further markings, the 

pommel stamped 6WK, with steel mounted 

leather scabbard and leather frog; an Imperial 

German Fire Officer's Sword, the faintly etched 

48cm steel blade stamped with maker's mark for 

Carl Eickhorn, silver plated hilt with axe quillons, 

wrythen fluted horn grip and bust head pommel, 

with steel mounted leather scabbard, 65cm (2)  

£150-180 
  

228 
 

A Rare 17th Century Hounslow Broad Sword by 

Johann Kinndt, circa 1640-50, the 85cm double 

edge steel blade with triple fullers to each side for 

the first 23cm running down from the hilt, 

engraved with tendrils and signed within the 
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fullers, the Irish style basket hilt with wire bound 

leather grip and compressed globular pommel, 

98cm 

This sword was inspected by Philip Lankester of 

the Royal Armouries, Tower of London and John 

Tofts White, who was a renowned expert of 

Hounslow sword manufacturing in the 17th 

century. His research resulted in a record of more 

than one hundred surviving Hounslow swords 

around the world. His opinion was that this sword 

blade was jointed (welded) into the hilt tang to 

provide a soft more flexible hilt on a hard blade. 

Sword and plug bayonet blades of this period 

were often made in this way. The alternative is 

that it is an old repair to a favoured blade. 

Hounslow broadswords by Kindt (also anglicized 

to John Kennett) are rare. Two further examples 

are known to exist and are in the V&A.  

£1,500-2,000 
  

229 
 

A19th Century Austrian Officer's Sidearm, 

possibly Habsburg, each side of the 57cm double 

edge steel blade with two short parallel fullers 

and a single longer fuller, the bronze hilt with well 

cast lion paw langet to one side of the 

crossguard, upscroll quillons, wire bound leather 

grip and lion head and ring pommel, lacks 

scabbard, 71.5cm  

£100-150 
  

230 
 

An 1897 Pattern Infantry Officer's Sword, the 

81cm steel blade laser etched with the royal 

cypher for Edward VII, with plated steel hilt, wire 

bound scale embossed leather grip, leather 

sword knot, service scabbard and frog, and with 

plated dress scabbard  

£80-120 
  

231 
 

A Second World War Kukri, the 35cm curved 

steel blade with narrow short fuller, stamped 

RODGERS & SONS, No.6 Sheffield Steel, with 

brass bolster, bone grip, with wood and brass 

pommel, with leather scabbard, 48.5cm; a First 

World War British 1907 Pattern SMLE Bayonet, 

by Sanderson, stamped at the ricasso with bend 

marks, various inspection marks and with issue 

date for July 1918, the blackened steel mounted 

leather scabbard stamped WALSALL 1941 and 

with broad arrow (2)  

£120-180 
  

232 
 

A Victorian 1897 Pattern Infantry Officer's Sword, 

the 82cm epee blade etched with crowned VR 

cypher by Hawkes & Co., the gold painted steel 

hilt with later wire covered grip, with black painted 

steel scabbard, 100cm; a George V 1897 Pattern 

Infantry Officer's Sword, the 83cm steel blade 

etched with royal cypher, by Hawksworth, 

Sheffield, with plated steel hilt and leather service 

scabbard, 102cm; a George V Royal Artillery 

Officer's Sword, the 89cm steel blade etched with 

regimental badge and royal cypher, the back 

edge stamped 1938, with nickel plated three bar 

hilt and leather service scabbard, 109cm (3)  

£200-300 
  

233 
 

A US Civil War Cut Throat Razor by 

Wostenholme of Sheffield, the blade tang 

stamped with maker's name, the pressed horn 

grip scales decorated with laurel leaves, oak 

leaves and acorns enclosing cartouche panels 

showing the figures of Charles Blucher and Baily 

Platoff of the Union Army, 15.5cm closed; a 

German Cut Throat Razor, the concave blade 

etched "The Hamburg Ring", stamped Solingen, 

with ivorine grip scales,16cm closed (2)  

£100-150 
  

234 
 

A Second World War German Fighting Knife, the 

17cm steel blade double edged for the last 9cm, 

the ricasso stamped with wehrmacht eagle, with 

flat shaped steel crossguard, two piece beech 

grip scales secured by three steel rivets, the 

black painted steel scabbard with spring clip, 

29.5cm; a First World War Trench Knife, with 

20.5cm double edge steel blade and walnut grip, 
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lacks scabbard, 32cm; a Nepalese Kukri, the 

31cm curved steel blade with two narrow fullers 

to the back edge, with steel bolster, wood grip 

and steel elliptical pommel, lacks scabbard, 43cm 

(3)  

£100-200 
  

235 
 

A French Model 1842 Yataghan Sword Bayonet, 

the 57cm steel blade with inspectors markings at 

the ricasso, wth steel recurving crossguard 

stamped 1334, with brass hilt and steel scabbard; 

a French Infantry AN XI Sabre Briquet, the 59cm 

single edge curved steel blade engraved 

Klingenthal to the back edge, the brass stirrup hilt 

with ribbed grip, lacks scabbard, 73cm (2)  

£100-150 
  

236 
 

A British 1907 Pattern Bayonet by Wilkinson, the 

blade ricasso stamped with various inspector's 

marks, bend mark, maker's name and issue date 

for 1918, the wood grip scales with further 

inspection marks, with blued hilt, the pommel 

stamped 1S 150, with blued steel mounted 

leather scabbard; a US 1917 Bayonet by 

Remington, the ricasso stamped with eagle's 

head and flaming grenade, with black painted 

steel mounted leather scabbard, stamped M/53 

W; a Japanese Arisaka Bayonet, the ricasso 

stamped with piled cannon balls, lacks scabbard 

(3)  

£100-150 
  

237 
 

A Second World War Commando Knife, third 

pattern, with unmarked 17cm hand forged steel 

blade, the blued steel crossguard stamped with a 

broad arrow over I, the ribbed alloy grip moulded 

2 at the pommel, the leather scabbard with nickel 

chape; a Canadian 1907 Pattern Bayonet, by the 

Ross Rifle Company, Quebec, lacks scabbard; 

two French M1886 Label Bayonets, one lacking 

the nickel grip, both lacking scabbards (4)  

£100-150 
  

238 
 

A 19th Century Bamboo Swordstick, the 66cm 

tapering diamond section blued steel blade 

decorated with gilt foliate scrolls, the haft with 

copper ferrule and with a later globular wood 

pommel, 85cm  

£100-150 
  

239 
 

Two French M1866 Chassepot Yataghan Sword 

Bayonets, one with blade edge engraved Mre. 

d'Armes De Chat. 1873, the steel crossguard and 

scabbard numbered U 43344, and one with blade 

edge engraved Mre, d'Armes de St. Etienne, 

1874, the steel crossguard and black painted 

steel scabbard numbered FG 47822; a Second 

World War German Parade/Walking Out 

Bayonet, the fullered steel blade with maker's 

mark of visored helmet over WKC, the nickel 

plated hilt with chequered black plastic grip 

scales, with steel scabbard and leather frog (3)  

£150-200 
  

240 
 

A 19th Century Congolese Sickle Sword, the 

curved iron blade incised with scrolls, with wood 

grip and elliptical iron twin plate pommel; a 19th 

Century Congolese Sword, the double edge leaf 

shape blade incised with geometric motifs, with 

wood grip and iron arched pommel; an Ethiopian 

Small Sword, with double edge blade and brass 

hilt with cruciform pierced pommel; also, an 

African axe and three stabbing spears (7)  

£150-250 
  

241 
 

A Tuareg Takouba, with hand forged double 

edge blade, the cruciform hilt covered in sheet 

steel, with tooled leather scabbard; an African 

Sword, with single edge curved steel blade, the 

steel stirrup hilt with wrythen fluted bone grip and 

with decorative leather scabbard; also, a North 

African small sword with leather scabbard, two 

North African daggers with leather scabbards and 

a kindjal with wood grip and nickel mounts (6)  

£150-250 
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242 
 

Two North African Camel Whips, each with short 

woven sinew thong and leather covered handle 

with wire bands and inset steel eyelet rivets; an 

Argentian Gaucho Rebenque (Whip), bound with 

hide and with foliate engraved German silver 

pommel; also, an African sword with elephant 

carved grip, two African pointing spears, a leather 

quiver of arrows, a Toledo swordstick and a 

sectional bone staff carved as a dragon (9)  

£100-200 
  

243 
 

A 19th Century Indian Pulwar, with 72cm single 

edge curved steel blade, the steel hilt with down-

curving quillon, baluster grip and disc shape 

pommel, with leather covered scabbard, 84cm; 

an 18th Century Indian Katar, the blade with 

reinforced tip and raised medial ridge, the H 

shape hilt with a pair of baluster crossbars, 

bearing traces of gold koftgari decoration, lacks 

scabbard (2)  

£100-150 
  

244 
 

An Indian Dagger, with 14cm curved steel blade, 

the steel hilt formed as a tiger's head, with steel 

scabbard, all inlaid with silver tendrils; also, two 

Indian daggers and a jambiya with brass and 

white metal scabbard (4)  

£80-120 
  

245 
 

A Balinese Kris, with 34cm four lok pamor steel 

blade, coloured glass jewel set gilt metal mendak 

and dark wood hilt carved as the demon Buta 

Nawasari, the dark wood scabbard with boat 

shape wranka richly carved with grotesque 

masks and foliage, 56cm; a Similar Larger Kris, 

the wood scabbard lightly carved with foliage, 

72cm; a Batak Medicine Horn, the wood stopper 

carved as two figures riding a horse, the horn 

body carved with panels of birds, 40cm (3)  

£150-200 
  

246 
 

An Early 20th Century Zulu Knobkerrie, the 

globular head with a natural crevice to one side, 

on a tapering cylindrical haft with notches to the 

grip, 76cm; a Folk Art Elm Walking Cane, the 

spliced rectangular section handle and 

compressed globular pommel inlaid with mother 

of pearl diamonds, with copper ferrule, 91cm; two 

African Spears, each with small leaf shape blade, 

the tang inserted and bound with leather into the 

slender wood haft (4)  

£80-120 
  

247 
 

A 19th Century Vanuatu War Club, of dark red 

hardwood, the domed mushroom type pommel 

over a four lobed head interspersed with 

triangular section blocks, with cylindrical haft and 

semi ovoid butt below a raised collar, 102cm  

£180-220 
  

248 
 

A 19th Century Fijian Bowai War Club, of rich 

brown hard wood, with rounded head tapering 

haft, the flared butt with concave end, 89cm  

£150-250 
  

249 
 

A Vanuatu Club, Melanesia, of dark brown wood, 

the rounded and waisted rectangular head with 

recessed "eye" sockets inset with bone roundels, 

the cylindrical haft with semi ovoid pommel, 

76cm; also, a small paddle type club with finger 

grooves carved into the haft and a mealie spoon 

with incised bowl (3) 

The Martin Millmore Collection  

£150-250 
  

250 
 

A 19th Century New Guinea Dark Stained Wood 

Dance Paddle, the elongated leaf shape blade 

carved with panels of chequering and fluting, the 

cylindrical haft with similarly carved pierced butt - 

broken, 138cm; a Late 19th/Early 20th Century 

Shona Axe, Zimbabwe, the slender crescent 

shape steel blade with flat tang inserted into the 

swollen head of the tapering cylindrical haft, 

82cm (2) 

The Martin Millmore Collection  

£100-150 
  

251 
 

A Solomon Islands Paddle Club, the leaf shape 

head with raised medial ridge to each side, with 
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rounded diamond section tapering haft and 

stepped pointed butt, 123cm 

The Martin Millmore Collection  

£150-400 
  

252 
 

A 19th Century Zulu Knobkerrie, of a honey 

coloured wood, the offset globular head with 

concave panels to the top and bottom, on a 

naturally curving cylindrical haft, 78cm; a 19th 

Century Zulu Knobkerrie, of lignum vitae, with 

small globular head and long tapering haft, 77cm 

(2) 

The Martin Millmore Collection  

£150-250 
  

253 
 

An Early 20th Century Inuit Skinning Knife, with 

9cm single edge slightly curved steel blade, the 

leather banded bone grip with flat brass pommel 

with peened tang, the two section bone scabbard 

joined by brass rivets, one side incised and 

stained with a reindeer drawing a sled, the 

opposing side pierced with a band of lozenge 

motifs, with leather binding and belt loop to the 

upper section, 20cm  

£80-120 
  

254 
 

A 19th Century Masai Spear, the leaf shape 

blade on a twisted socket and wood haft with 

steel square tapering spike butt; also, an African 

fish spearhead with barbed neck and socket, 

lacks haft, two Indonesian spears, two bull's 

pezzle whips, a fly whisk, two small Indian kukris 

and two figural wood paperknives (11)  

£80-120 
  

255 
 

A 19th Century Sudanese Kaskara, the 91cm 

double edge steel blade with three narrow fullers 

running for 34cm from the hilt on both sides, with 

steel diamond section crossguard and langets, 

silver wire and sheet bound grip stamped with 

diamond motifs, with leather covered disc 

pommel and leather scabbard with silver mounts, 

the chape with diamond motifs in gold leaf, 

108cm  

£150-200 
  

256 
 

A Late 19th Century Kalimantan Parang Nabur 

(Sword), the 48cm single edge curved steel blade 

broadening and double edged towards the tip, 

with three narrow fullers to the back edge, the 

steel stirrup hilt with horn grip and brass mounts, 

the pommel with single winged tang nut, lacks 

scabbard, 60cm; an Indonesian Spear, the 

26.5cm triangular section steel blade with shaped 

fullers to the flat side, the tang inserted into a 

string bound bamboo socket on a wood haft, with 

textured cloth bound wood scabbard, 237cm; a 

20th Century Caucasian Jambiya, with 20cm 

single edge curved steel blade, brass mounted 

wood grip and embossed brass scabbard, 

39.5cm (3)  

£120-180 
  

257 
 

A 19th Century Sudanese Kaskara, the European 

87cm double edged fullered steel blade engraved 

at the ricasso with scrolling foliage and swags of 

drapes, the steel diamond section crossguard 

with flared bar langets, with fine leather bound 

grip and leather covered mushroom pommel, 

lacks scabbard, 100cm  

£200-300 
  

258 
 

An Indonesian Hand Club, of dark stained wood, 

with stepped conical head and haft bound with a 

band of cowrie shells, with stepped conical butt, 

62cm; an Ebony Bark Beater/Persuader, with ring 

turned rounded cylindrical body, waisted grip and 

conical butt, 39cm  

£150-200 
  

259 
 

A Massim Dark Hardwood Staff, Trobriand 

Islands, with ovoid pommel, the upper half of the 

tapering cylindrical haft carved with bands of 

hooked leaves, 101cm; three Massim Hardwood 

Pointing Sticks, Trobriand Islands, each of 

slender tapering form, the handles with incised 

strapwork designs bearing traces of lime infill, 
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63cm and 87cm (4)  

£100-150 
  

260 
 

A 19th Century Fijian Ula (Throwing Club), the 

large irregular globular head with two natural 

crevices, the tapering cylindrical haft carved at 

the grip with bands of chevrons, 41.5cm  

£200-300 
  

261 
 

A New Britain War Club, set with a pierced 

globular stone head with applied cowrie shell 

borders onto the tapering cylindrical haft with 

slender spiked butt, 109cm  

£200-300 
  

262 
 

A Japanese Bamboo Staff/Club, carved with 

vignette scenes with monkeys, with rootball 

pommel, the butt later set with a large globular 

stone head; an African Light Wood Throwing 

Club, with slightly offset globular head and with 

horizontal broken bands of pokerwork, 46cm (2)  

£100-150 
  

263 
 

Two Masai Murungu (Throwing Clubs), each with 

offset globular nipple carved head on a tapering 

haft, one of ebony, the other of chip carved 

hardwood, 56cm and 52cm (2)  

£100-150 
  

264 
 

Three Masai Manrungu (Throwing Clubs): - one 

of lignum vitae with squared offset head with 

slightly raised medial ridge, 71cm; one of dark 

stained wood, the offset head carved with eyes, 

nostrils and a mouth, the tapering haft lightly 

incised with human faces, 42cm; one of orange 

hardwood with chip carved decoration and traces 

of black staining, 50cm (3)  

£150-200 
  

265 
 

A Masai Club, with small conical head and 

cylindrical haft bound with three bands of hide, 

69cm; a Yoruba Wood Staff, the pommel carved 

as a human head, the tapering haft with two 

Janus heads over and entwined snake, 66.5cm; 

an African Fertility Staff, carved as a standing girl 

with hands resting on her thighs, on a spiked haft, 

46cm; a Zulu Mealie Spoon, with flat bowl, 

rectangular section haft carved with chevrons and 

figural handle, 43cm; a Wood Short Staff, with 

globular head on a stepped cylindrical haft carved 

with a clasping hand, 46.5cm (5)  

£100-150 
  

266 
 

A 19th/20th Century Zulu Knobkerrie, the large 

slightly offset globular head carved with shallow 

fluting, on a cylindrical haft, 65cm  

£100-150 
  

267 
 

A Late 19th Century Zulu Knobkerrie, with large 

fluted compressed globular head on a tapering 

cylindrical haft bearing marks of wire binding, 

now lacking, 59cm; a Masai Rungu, the 

compressed ovoid head with nipple finial, on a 

diaper incised ribbed haft, 49cm; a Masai Rungu, 

with ovoid head and cylindrical haft, 59cm (3)  

£150-180 
  

268 
 

A 19th Century Zulu Knobkerrie, with finely fluted 

globular head on a tapering cylindrical haft, 

58cm; a Very Similar Knobkerrie, with small 

fluted globular head, 74cm (2)  

£150-200 
  

269 
 

A Zulu Knobkerrie, the small offset globular head 

with concave upper and lower panels, on a 

tapering cylindrical haft bearing some of its 

original woven wire binding, 81.5cm; a Folk Art 

Wood Staff, the head and haft following the 

natural contours of the branch, 86cm; also, an 

ebony rolling rule, 42cm and a heavy wood 

club/truncheon, with swollen head extending 

down the haft to a swollen butt, 36cm (4)  

£100-150 
  

270 
 

An Australian Waddie, with slightly conical head 

on slightly chip carved cylindrical haft and 

swollen pointed butt, 71cm; two Similar Clubs, 

one with fluted chip carved ovoid head and 

tapering haft, 58cm, one with rounded head and 

cylindrical haft, the butt now pierced for a string, 
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36cm (3)  

£150-180 
  

271 
 

A Vanuatu War Club, Melanesia, the slender 

fluted conical head extending down to four 

outswept points on a cylindrical haft and baluster 

butt, 113cm; a Throwing Club, the domed head of 

six fluted sections, on a cylindrical haft with 

swollen butt, 51cm (2)  

£150-200 
  

272 
 

A Tongan War Club, of dark stained hardwood, 

with elongated diamond section head, ring collar 

and cylindrical haft with stepped conical butt, 

95.5cm; a Samoan Sword Club, of light wood, the 

elongated diamond section head incised with 

triangular motifs, with plain diamond section haft 

inscribed PAGO PAGO, SAMOA APRIL 25th 

1934, 63cm (2)  

£120-180 
  

273 
 

A 21st Century Huli Wig, Papua New Guinea, of 

curly brown human hair decorated with feathers 

from various Birds of Paradise,  

£100-150 
  

274 
 

A Large Japanese Carved Oak Mask of a Devil, 

with inset painted glass eyes, large protruding 

nose, shaggy eyebrows, moustache and beard, 

31cm; a Collection of Mid/Late 20th Century 

African Carved Wood Figures, including Asante 

fertility dolls, Yoruba figure, Makonde figural 

candlesticks, also a large carved cow horn, a 

large gourd flask and an Indonesian mask.  

£100-150 
  

275 
 

Four Dan Carved Wood Masks, Ivory Coast, one 

with animal fur moustache, one with cowrie 

decorated headdress, one with cowrie and bell 

decorated beard, and one with animal hair and 

woven raffia coiffure (4)  

£100-150 
  

276 
 

Three Baule Carved Wood Masks, West Africa, 

one with carved top knot and semi circular eyes 

with white pigmentation, one with triple combed 

coiffure, one with open square mouth; two African 

Masks, one of dark stained wood, the other of 

carved soapstone (5)  

£100-150 
  

277 
 

A 19th Century Australian Aboriginal Bullroarer, 

one side with stone chiselled decoration of 

diapered panels and chevron bands, the 

opposing side with chip carved decoration, 

pierced for a leather strap, 31cm by 6cm  

£100-150 
  

278 
 

A Late 19th Century North American Indian 

Bandolier Bag, possibly Obijwe, the rectangular 

bag face and two rectangular bandolier straps 

decorated with bands of geometric motifs in 

coloured glass beads on a red wool field backed 

by coarsely woven cream cotton, the borders 

applied with blue and ochre silk ribbons, the bag 

with fourteen fringed tassels, bag 48cm by 25cm, 

each bandolier 54cm by 11cm 

Collected by Captain Frederick William Heneage 

prior to 1881  

£400-600 
  

279 
 

A Large Yoruba Fertility Figure, Nigeria, in soft 

wood, carved as a woman with pendulous 

breasts, wearing a large upright collar and 

diapered skirt, standing on a circular plinth, 

68cm; a Collection of Seven Javanese Wayang 

(Shadow) Puppets, of coloured and gilt cut card 

with articulated limbs and ebonised wood and 

horn handles  

£80-120 
  

280 
 

A Benin Small Bronze Head, with tightly coiled 

coiffure, scarifications to the forehead and 

cheeks, 17cm  

£80-120 
  

281 
 

An Ekoi, Cross River Head Crest, of wood 

covered in animal hide, modelled as a standing 

figure, the head with traces of human hair, the 

outstretched arms with flat up-turned hands, 

outswept skirt with hem applied with woven 
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wicker, on a later ebonised display stand, 41cm  

£100-200 
  

282 
 

A Kenyan Borana Calabash Container, of woven 

cane work and leather decorated with cowrie 

shells, 32.5cm; a Maori Small Wood Platter, with 

adzed bowl flanked by pierced and carved 

handles as Teke with inset mother of pearl eyes, 

35cm; also, an Inuit small soapstone figure, three 

small Chinese carved wood votive figures and 

two small Buddhist amulets (8) 

From the Tomi van Duuren collection  

£100-120 
  

283 
 

An Early/Mid 20th Century Igbo Helmet Mask, 

with jute headdress decorated with nails, the face 

bearing traces of white pigment with carved 

raised eyebrows, elliptical eyes, flared nose and 

open mouth with upper teeth; a Lega Ceremonial 

Cap, DRC, of intricately woven plant fibre applied 

with panels of cowrie shells (Provenance: From 

the Tomi van Duuren collection) (2)  

£100-120 
  

284 
 

A Berber Headdress, made from a woven coarse 

wool panel with curved and seamed headpiece 

surmounted by a pom pom, the whole applied 

with bands of cowrie shells, buttons and bells, 

with fringed hem; a Kota Reliquary Figure, the 

shaped wood frame covered in sheet brass and 

bands of copper wire, base cut off, 44cm; the grip 

to a Dyak Mandau, carved from wood and bound 

with steel wire (3)  

£100-150 
  

285 
 

A Lilongwe, Eastern Zambia Stool, made from a 

trunk section, the solid seat carved around the 

edge with three faces, each with elliptical eyes 

and mouth and flattened triangular section nose, 

raised on four block supports, two with incised 

diapered decoration, 35cm high  

£80-120 
  

286 
 

A Collection of Gun Accessories, comprising a 

copper and brass cased gun cleaning kit, a 

redecapper, a roll turnover tool, two bullet moulds 

and five various powder/shot measures (10)  

£80-120 
  

287 
 

A Helia-Super 39 L2 Rifle Scope by K.Kahles, 

Wien, numbered 103118, with three post reticle, 

variable power 3X - 9X, 31cm, with leather lens 

covers; a Greenkat 4 X 32 Rifle Scope, 

numbered 406285, stamped fully coated, 

nitrogen filled image moving with cross hairs 

reticle and leather lens covers, the mounting 

brackets stamped Weaver, USA; two Stitched 

Leather Pistol Holsters, one stamped COACH 

HARNESS (4)  

£200-300 
  

288 
 

A Small Quantity of Vintage Gun Cleaning 

Accessories, including a brass portable gun 

cleaning kit with turnkey, brush and jag in a 

cylindrical tube, an ebony and brass 12 bore 

barrel brush and cover by G & J W Hawkesley, 

various brass jags, brushes and rods, a nickel 

cartridge extractor etc in a small, stitched leather 

case lined in green baize and with maker's 

original paper label for H Holland, London.  

£200-300 
  

289 
 

PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR 

OLDER  

A Webley Hurricane .22 Calibre Air Pistol, no 

visible numbers, with blackened finish and 

chequered black plastic ergonomic grip; a 

Webley Tempest .177 Calibre Air Pistol, no 

visible numbers, with blackened finish and 

chequered black plastic ergonomic grip (2)  

£80-120 
  

290 
 

PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR 

OLDER  

A Webley Excel .22 Calibre Break Barrel Air Rifle, 

numbered 832741, with 4X20 sight and beech 

stock with semi pistol grip; a Webley Meteor .22 

Calibre Air Rifle, numbered T620607, the beech 

stock with semi-pistol grip, with leather trimmed 
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canvas slip case (2)  

£150-180 
  

291 
 

PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR 

OLDER  

Two Webley Junior .177 Calibre Air Pistols, one 

pre-War with ribbed tin grip scales, numbered 

T5798, the other post-War with blued and plum 

finish, chequered black plastic grip scales, batch 

number 831 (2)  

£120-180 
  

292 
 

PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR 

OVER  

A Pre-War Webley Air Pistol Mark I, .22 calibre, 

numbered 22610, the walnut grip scales inset 

with maker's gilt winged pellet roundel  

£120-180 
  

293 
 

PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR 

OVER  

A Webley Senior .22 Calibre Air Pistol, numbered 

10956, with blued finish and chequered brown 

bakelite grip scales.  

£80-120 
  

294 
 

PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR 

OVER  

A Webley Typhoon .22 Calibre Air Pistol, no 

visible number, with blackened finish and 

chequered brown plastic ergonomic grip; a 

Webley Tempest .22 Calibre Air Pistol, no visible 

number, with blackened finish and chequered 

black plastic ergonomic grip (2)  

£120-150 
  

295 
 

PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR 

OVER  

A Gletcher Parabellum (35PAR1111) .177 

Calibre BB Air Pistol, finished in black, in original 

card box with booklet and hex key; a Quantity of 

Gun Accessories, comprising a boxed Deben 

Tracer High Tech Gun Light, a briefcase 

containing an airgun cleaning kit, BB pellets, air 

cylinders, card targets etc, with a metal airgun 

pellet trap, a camouflage jacket, trousers and hat  

£150-200 
  

296 
 

A Good Pair of Late 18th Century Flintlock 28 

Bore Duelling Pistols by Wogdon & Barton of 

London, each with 25cm octagonal steel sighted 

barrel, signed to the top flat, with foliate engraved 

tang, signed lock plate, slide safety and gold 

touch hole, the walnut full stock with two ringed 

steel ramrod pipes, foliate engraved steel trigger 

guard with pineapple finial, flowerhead engraved 

steel pommel to the chamfered bag butt, with 

wood ramrod, 37cm, in a mahogany case, the 

hinged cover with inset brass handle, the green 

baize lined interior fitted with accessories 

comprising a copper pistol flask, a leather flint 

pouch, a steel bullet mould, a mahogany cleaning 

rod with brass jag  

£11,000-12,500 
  

297 
 

An 18th Century "Queen Anne" Travelling Pistol 

by H Delaney, London, converted from a flintlock, 

the 16.5cm turn-off three stage cannon barrel 

with London proof marks, the signed box lock 

engraved with scrolls and tendrils, the steel 

trigger guard sliding back to lock the action at full 

cock, the walnut bag butt inlaid with silver wire 

tendrils and with silver trophy of arms escutcheon 

and grotesque mask pommel, 31.5cm  

£400-600 
  

298 
 

A 19th Century Six Shot Pepperbox Revolver, the 

8cm cylinder with Birmingham proof marks, 

foliate engraved bar hammer, cylindrical frame, 

trigger guard and back strap, with chequered 

walnut grip scales, 21cm; a 19th Century Belgian 

Pinfire Revolver, with foliate engraved 

decoration, Liege proof marks and folding trigger, 

with chequered ebony grip scales, 18cm (2)  

£200-300 
  

299 
 

A 19th Century Percussion Pocket Pistol, the 

7.5cm octagonal steel barrel with Birmingham 

proof marks, foliate engraved box lock with 
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dolphin side hammer, the chequered walnut bag 

butt with nickel escutcheon, 20cm  

£100-150 
  

300 
 

A 19th Century Side by Side Double Barrel 

Percussion Travelling Pistol, the 29cm round 

barrels with Birmingham proof marks, the foliate 

engraved box lock with dolphin side hammers, 

the chequered walnut butt with nickel escutcheon 

and rounded steel pommel with hinged cap box, 

the brass mounted wood ramrod with worm 

screw to one end enclosed by an unscrewing cap 

(af), 34cm  

£250-300 
  

301 
 

An Early 19th Century Flintlock Travelling Pistol 

by Rigby, with 24.5cm octagonal steel barrel, 

signed lock plate engraved with sunrays, walnut 

full stock with steel ramrod pipes, engraved 

trigger guard aned pineapple finial, with bag butt 

and ebony ramrod, one end with screw-off brass 

cylinder enclosing a worm screw, 36cm  

£250-350 
  

302 
 

A Late 17th Century Flintlock Holster Pistol, 

29cm round barrel octagonal at the breech, the 

lock plate engraved London, with brass lined 

frizzen pan, the walnut stock richly carved with 

formal foliage, faux ramrod with steel ramrod 

pipes, the fluted trigger guard with elaborate 

acanthus finial, with spurred butt plate with 

cartouche escutcheon and with foliate and 

grotesque mask side plate, 47.5cm  

£300-500 
  

303 
 

An Early 19th Century Tower Flintlock 16 Bore 

Cavalry Pistol, the 23cm round steel barrel with 

London proof marks, the lock plate stamped 

TOWER to the tail, with crowned GR and 

crowned arrow, the walnut stock with brass fore-

end tip, a later brass strengthening plate below 

the ramrod pipe, the brass trigger guard 

engraved Q.O.R.Y.C.355 (Queen's Own Royal 

Yeomanry Cavalry), with shaped brass side plate 

and pommel, with steel swivel ramrod, the left 

side of the stock stamped RC 3/3831, 39cm; a 

Small Copper Pistol Flask, of plain form, the body 

stamped SYKES, with brass charger and external 

steel spring (2)  

£300-500 
  

304 
 

A 19th Century 16 Bore Percussion Service 

Pistol, converted from a flintlock, the 23.5cm 

round steel barrel with Birmingham proof marks, 

plain lock plate, foliate engraved hammer, walnut 

full stock with brass ramrod pipe, trigger guard 

and shaped side plate, with steel ramrod, 38cm  

£250-300 
  

305 
 

A 19th Century Six Shot Pepperbox Revolver by 

J R Cooper, the 7.5cm cylinder with Birmingham 

proof marks, faintly signed and foliate engraved 

rounded action, with ring trigger, the bag butt with 

walnut grip scales, 20cm  

£200-300 
  

306 
 

A 19th Century Six Shot Pepperbox Revolver, the 

7cm steel cylinder with Birmingham proof marks, 

foliate engraved nickel action and frame, foliate 

engraved steel bar hammer and trigger guard, 

the bag butt with walnut grip scales, 19cm  

£200-300 
  

307 
 

A 19th Century Six Shot Pepperbox Revolver, the 

7cm blued steel cylinder with Birmingham proof 

marks, foliate engraved blued steel action, frame, 

bar hammer and trigger guard, with chequered 

walnut grip scales and foliate engraved flat oval 

butt plate, 21.5cm  

£250-350 
  

308 
 

A Rare 19th Century Burmese Combination 

Dha/Percussion Pistol, the 23.5cm round steel 

barrel with brass band to the muzzle, the whole 

barrel pulling out of the wood stock to reveal the 

39cm single edge curved steel blade, the lock 

plate engraved with a maker's mark and 

inscription, the hard wood full stock with brass 

fore-end tip, ramrod pipe, foliate engraved trigger 
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guard and side plate, the rounded rectangular 

section, slightly downswept butt applied with 

shaped bands of sheet brass, with two sling 

swivels and steel ramrod, 67.5cm  

**See Blades and Barrels, Six Centuries of 

Combination Weapons, by H Gordon Frost, pp 

136-138, plates 217 & 218  

£4,500-5,000 
  

309 
 

A Late 18th/Early 19th Century Flintlock Musket 

by Henry Nock, .750 calibre, the 99cm round 

steel barrel with London proof marks, the double 

line engraved lock plate with teardrop terminal, 

engraved H.NOCK, the walnut stock with brass 

fore-end tip, three brass trumpet shape ramrod 

pipes, trigger guard with flattened baluster finial, 

stepped plain side plate and butt plate with 

stepped shaped tang, with steel ramrod, two sling 

swivels, a buckskin sling and socket bayonet, the 

blade stamped JOHN GILL, the later black 

leather scabbard with brass mounts, overall 

length of gun excluding bayonet 140cm, including 

bayonet 186cm  

£900-1,200 
  

310 
 

A 19th Century Single Barrel Percussion Sporting 

Gun by Bussey, the 71cm twist round barrel 

octagonal at the breech, with signed back action 

lock plate, figured walnut half stock with wood 

ramrod, 114cm; a 19th Century Double Barrel 

Percussion Sporting Gun, with 62cm round 

barrels, back action, walnut half stock with 

chequered grip and wood ramrod, 104cm (2)  

£120-180 
  

311 
 

A Mid 19th Century 16 Bore Side by Side Double 

Barrel Percussion Sporting Gun by Beckwith, 

London, the 70cm twist steel barrels with double 

gold lines, the rib inlaid in gold with maker's 

name, with signed back action lock plate, walnut 

half stock with foliate engraved steel trigger guard 

and chequered grip, with wood ramrod, 111cm, 

with a leather trimmed canvas slip case  

£150-250 
  

312 
 

A Non-working Copy of a Flintlock Knee 

Blunderbuss, with 25cm steel barrel, the lock 

plate stamped TOWER, the walnut stock with 

brass furniture, 50cm  

£70-80 

 

 

 
  

313 
 

A Deactivated Lanchester Mk.I* 9mm 

Submachine Gun, numbered 40231, with beech 

stock, stick magazine and webbing sling, together 

with EU deactivation certificate dated 27/09/21  

£800-1,200 
   

 


